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ABSTRACT

TNF activates several signaling pathways, some lead to cell death by apoptosis or necrosis. For our cell lines (B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3), which represent a tumor progression model, it has not been determined whether TNF induces apoptosis or necrosis. B/C-N is not tumorigenic and represents normal cells; it is TNF-resistant. 10ME forms tumors only in immunodeficient animals and thus is intermediate on the pathway to cancer; it is TNF-sensitive. L88.3 forms tumors in normal mice and thus is cancerous; it is TNF resistant. TNF resistant cells can be rendered TNF-sensitive by addition of transcription or translation inhibitors. Recent findings indicate that TNF-induced cytolysis involves several initiator and effector caspases. Caspase comprise a family of proteases known to be involved apoptotic cell death. Thus, we investigated the correlation between TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspases activation in our cell lines.

Our findings indicated that TNF induces activation of two initiator caspases (caspase-8 and caspase-9) and an effector caspase (caspase-3). Caspase-8 was activated first and may be involved in activating caspase-9. This suggests there is a link between the death receptor pathway (associated with caspase-8) and the mitochondrial pathway (associated with caspase-9). Activity levels of caspases correlated with TNF sensitivity of each cell line. TNF-induced resistance mechanisms also affect the level of caspase activities. In TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3, addition of a translation inhibitor caused an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspase activity. However, in order to see an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis, activity of caspase-3, -8 and -9 had to reach a threshold-level. When caspase activities were inhibited, TNF treatment
activated a caspase-independent lytic pathway, perhaps involving generation of oxygen radicals or activation of phospholipase A2. In TNF-sensitive 10ME, inhibition of caspases caused a switch from apoptotic death to necrotic death in some cells. These experiments also revealed the presence of caspase-dependent and caspase-independent resistance mechanisms.

Thus, the data indicate that TNF induces apoptosis through a caspase-dependent lytic mechanism. When caspase activities are inhibited, TNF induces a caspase-independent lytic mechanism. TNF also induces caspase-dependent and caspase-independent resistance mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR

1.1.1 Background

There are two homologous forms of tumor necrosis factor: tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and tumor necrosis factor-β (TNF-β), also known as lymphotoxin-α (LT-α). These cytokines exhibit similar biological activities. TNF-α (TNF from now on) was originally found to induce necrosis of some tumors in vivo and in vitro (Carswell et al., 1975). TNF is associated with direct cytotoxic effects on tumor cells, the stimulation of immunocompetent cells, the induction of cellular proliferation and differentiation, and antiviral activity. It is also associated with development of septic shock syndrome, tissue injury, cachexia, inflammation, insulin resistance, allograft rejection, graft vs. host disease, hemorrhagic necrosis of tumors, adult respiratory distress syndrome, pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis, meningitis, brain tumor, and cerebral edema (Hotamisligil et al., 1993; Sugarman et al., 1985; Tracey and Cerami, 1993).

TNF is a 157 amino acid protein, and TNF-β is 171 amino acids in length. Human TNF is synthesized as a 233 amino acid precursor containing a hydrophobic sequence that is proteolytically cleaved to produce the mature 157 amino acid form (17 kDa). A cell-membrane-associated form of TNF (26 kDa) that also possesses bioactivity, is proteolytically cleaved by a membrane metalloproteinase to release the active secreted (soluble) form of TNF (17 kDa) (Gearing et al., 1994). The secreted biologically active form of TNF is a noncovalently bound trimer (the monomer is inactive).
TNF, which was originally found to cause hemorrhagic necrosis of certain tumors, is produced primarily by activated macrophages. However, it is now known to be produced by other cell types as well. TNF is produced by certain B lymphoblastoid cells, T lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, mast cells, astrocytes, Kupffur cells, granuloma cells, glial cells, adipocytes, and smooth muscle cells. Its production is stimulated by LPS from Gram-negative bacteria, viruses, protozoa, mitogens, various cytokines (e.g. interleukins, and interferons), tumor cells, and phorbol esters (Aggarwal, 1992; Tracey and Cerami, 1993)

1.1.2 TNF receptors

Biological function of TNF is exerted through binding to its high-affinity cell receptors. There are two TNF receptors: TNF-R1 (also known as TNF-R60), and TNF-R2 (also known as TNF-R80) (Aggarwal et al., 1985). These receptors are also known to exist in soluble form generated in vivo by proteolytic cleavage of the surface receptor. A wide variety of cell types express both receptors on the cell surface. Although TNF is best known for its cytotoxic activity, it has been shown that these cell surface receptors are on both TNF sensitive and TNF resistant cells, and sensitivity to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity is not due to a lack of receptors or their inability to internalize and degrade TNF (Tsujimoto et al., 1985). Internalized TNF receptors are not recycled and thus, protein-synthesis is required to replace receptors that are internalized.

The membrane-bound form of the TNF receptors consists of three components: 1) an extracellular domain that corresponds to the soluble form of TNF receptors, 2) a
transmembrane segment, and 3) an intracellular domain. The intracellular domain of the TNF receptors lacks enzymatic activities. Signaling through TNF receptors is done by binding of adapter proteins/molecules to the intracellular domain of TNF receptors by protein-protein interaction. Most cells express both TNF receptors and the surface expression of these receptors can be up regulated by interferon-γ, interleukin-2 (IL-2), activators of protein kinase A, and concanavalin A.

TNF-R1 signals the majority of TNF’s activities. In the murine system, TNF-R1 is associated with cytotoxicity and production of a steady-state level of manganous superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD) (Tartaglia et al., 1991). In human tumor cell lines, TNF-R1 is also associated with cytotoxicity (Higuchi and Aggarwal, 1994). It was also shown to mediate early DNA fragmentation as well as inducing monocyte differentiation in certain human cell lines (Greenblatt and Elias, 1992). Human TNF-R1 has been shown to initiate the majority of known components of the TNF-signaling cascade such as the stimulation of protein kinase C, sphingomyelinase, and phospholipase A₂ as well as the production of the second messengers, diacylglycerol and ceramide (Wiegmann et al., 1992). TNF-R2 is associated with the proliferation of thymocytes and cytotoxic T cells in the murine system (Tartaglia et al., 1991). In some human tumor cell lines, DNA fragmentation and differentiation needs the presence of both TNF-R2 and TNF-R1 (Higuchi and Aggarwal, 1994). TNF-R2 binds soluble TNF poorly, hence, it may be activated by membrane-bound TNF only (Grell et al., 1995).

The soluble form of TNF receptors (sTNFR) is known to bind TNF in the circulation and to compete with cell surface TNF receptors for binding of TNF (Tartaglia
et al., 1991; Tartaglia and Goeddel, 1992; Tartaglia et al., 1993; Tracey and Cerami, 1993). Van Zee et al. (1992) and Mohler et al. (1993) have shown that soluble forms of both TNF receptors were induced under inflammatory or during endotoxemia conditions and were responsible for neutralizing TNF-mediated cytotoxicity by binding to TNF.

Recently it was shown by Jiang et al. (1999) that, under normal conditions, the intracellular domain of TNF-R1 is associated with a widely expressed 60 kDa protein termed silencer of death domain (SODD). When the authors looked for SODD mRNA expression by Northern blots, they found that mRNA was expressed in all human tissues. When TNF binds to TNF-R1, SODD is released from the receptor and this allows adapter molecules to bind to TNF-R1 and to start a signaling cascade. SODD was shown to be rapidly released from TNF-R1 after TNF treatment, but began to reassociate with TNF-R1 after about 10 minutes. Thus, SODD acts as a silencer of TNF signaling. SODD is also found to associate with another TNF receptor family member, DR3 (receptor which binds to Apo3L, a ligand that is closely related to TNF), but not with other death receptors (Fas, DR4, DR5 or TNF-R2). (Fas, also known as CD95 or Apo-1, binds Fas ligand. Both DR4 and DR5 receptors bind Apo2L/TRAIL, tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand.)

1.1.3 TNF signaling pathway through TNF-R1.

TNF-mediated cytotoxicity only requires binding of TNF to a few receptors. When TNF binds to TNF-R1, it induces two signals: 1) activation of a protein-synthesis independent cytotoxic mechanism, and 2) activation of a protein-synthesis dependent
et al., 1991; Tartaglia and Goeddel, 1992; Tartaglia et al., 1993; Tracey and Cerami, 1993). Van Zee et al. (1992) and Mohler et al. (1993) have shown that soluble forms of both TNF receptors were induced under inflammatory or during endotoxemia conditions and were responsible for neutralizing TNF-mediated cytotoxicity by binding to TNF.

Recently it was shown by Jiang et al. (1999) that, under normal conditions, the intracellular domain of TNF-R1 is associated with a widely expressed 60 kDa protein termed silencer of death domain (SODD). When the authors looked for SODD mRNA expression by Northern blots, they found that mRNA was expressed in all human tissues. When TNF binds to TNF-R1, SODD is released from the receptor and this allows adapter molecules to bind to TNF-R1 and to start a signaling cascade. SODD was shown to be rapidly released from TNF-R1 after TNF treatment, but began to reassociate with TNF-R1 after about 10 minutes. Thus, SODD acts as a silencer of TNF signaling. SODD is also found to associate with another TNF receptor family member, DR3 (receptor which binds to Apo3L, a ligand that is closely related to TNF), but not with other death receptors (Fas, DR4, DR5 or TNF-R2). (Fas, also known as CD95 or Apo-1, binds Fas ligand. Both DR4 and DR5 receptors bind Apo2L/TRAIL, tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand.)

1.1.3 TNF signaling pathway through TNF-R1

TNF-mediated cytotoxicity only requires binding of TNF to a few receptors. When TNF binds to TNF-R1, it induces two signals: 1) activation of a protein-synthesis independent cytotoxic mechanism, and 2) activation of a protein-synthesis dependent
resistance mechanism. Most normal cells are TNF resistant. This protein-synthesis dependent resistance mechanism can be blocked by transcription inhibitors, such as Actinomycin D (Act D), or the translation inhibitors, such as cycloheximide (CHX), because these agents block the resistance mechanism but have little effect on the protein-synthesis independent lytic mechanism.

Over the years, activation of several signaling pathways have been associated with TNF-R1. Binding of TNF to TNF-R1 was shown to activate pertussis toxin-sensitive G protein which regulate the activation of phospholipase A₂ (PLA₂) and the de novo synthesis of cylooxygenase in murine osteoblast-like cells (Yanaga et al., 1992).

In some cells TNF treatment causes protein phosphorylation through kinases and phosphatases. TNF caused rapid stimulation of several cytosolic serine/threonine protein kinases (casein kinase-2, myelin basic protein kinases-1 and -2) in Swiss 3T3 and L929 cells (Van Lint et al., 1992). TNF induced the association of several phosphoproteins with TNF-R1, but not with TNF-R2 (VanArsdale and Ware, 1994). This TNF-R1 receptor complex showed a TNF-dependent serine protein kinase activity, and caused rapid phosphorylation in a TNF concentration-dependent manner. A protein phosphorylation step is associated with inhibition of TNF-mediated cytotoxicity, because the tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor vanadate can inhibit TNF cytotoxicity (Totpal et al., 1992). TNF treatment is also associated with activation of protein kinase C (PKC) (Wiegmann et al., 1992). Effects of PKC are cell line dependent. PKC could cause activation of transcription factor AP-1, adherence of lymphocyte, production of
cytokines, enhance TNF-mediated cytotoxicity, and modulation of TNF resistance (Schutze et al., 1994).

TNF has also been shown to activate certain signaling pathways that contribute to lytic mechanisms such as activation of phospholipases, generation of ceramide, and mitochondria-dependent generation of reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI). Activation of a phospholipase pathway is unique to TNF-mediated apoptosis and is not known to be involved in other pathways leading to apoptosis, such as Fas-mediated apoptosis (Enari et al., 1996). In TNF-sensitive cell lines, TNF causes activation of phospholipase A$_2$ (PLA$_2$) and release of arachidonic acid (Mutch et al., 1992). Another group showed that TNF causes activation of phospholipase D (De Valck et al., 1993). In TNF-resistant cell lines, it was found that TNF is either unable to induce PLA$_2$ activation, or TNF activates PLA$_2$, but due to a defect in arachidonic acid biosynthesis, arachidonic acid release is blocked (Hayakawa et al., 1993; Hollenback et al., 1992; Reid et al., 1991). When these TNF-resistant cell lines were treated with TNF in the presence of a transcription inhibitor (e.g. Actinomycin D) or a translation inhibitor (e.g. cycloheximide or emetine), these cells became TNF sensitive and, at the same time, showed PLA$_2$ activity with arachidonic acid release (Mutch et al., 1992; Hollenback et al., 1992).

Ceramide is a secondary messenger in the sphingomyelin pathway. Sphingomyelin is catabolized by the sphingomyelin-specific forms of phospholipase C, called sphingomyelinases, to generate ceramide and phosphorylcholine. TNF-induced ceramide generation function in diverse pathways. It seems to play a role in signaling both the proinflammatory and apoptotic effects of TNF. It was shown that TNF-induced
generation of ceramide enhanced activation of the transcription factor nuclear factor-kB (NF-κB) and caused growth inhibition of Jurkat T cells (Dbaibo et al., 1993). Later it was found that TNF induces two distinct types of sphingomyelinases (a membrane-associated neutral N-sphingomyelinase, and an endosomal acidic A-sphingomyelinase) leading to different signals via ceramide generation (Wiegmann et al., 1994). Ceramide generated by N-sphingomyelinase directs the activation of proline-directed serine/threonine protein kinases(s) and phospholipase A₂. A-sphingomyelinase generated ceramide triggers the activation of NF-κB. Recently, synthetic cell-permeable ceramide was shown to cleave and activate caspase-3 and to induce apoptosis (Mizushima et al., 1996). Generation of ceramide by TNF treatment also showed activation of caspase-3 and induction of apoptosis (Monney et al., 1998). (The role of caspase-3 is discussed in detail below.)

Generation of reactive oxygen radicals in the mitochondria has been linked to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity. It was shown that structural mitochondrial damage accompanied TNF-mediated cytotoxicity. TNF treatment caused early degeneration of the mitochondrial ultrastructure but showed no pronounced damage on other cellular organelles (Schulze-Osthoff et al., 1992). Addition of antioxidants and iron chelators provided protection from this TNF-mediated cytotoxicity. It was shown by confocal microscopy and flow cytometry that intracellular ROIs were formed after addition of TNF to cultured cells (Goossens et al., 1995). This ROI generation was observed exclusively under condition when cells were sensitive to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity. Addition of ROI scavenger (e.g. butylated hydroxyanisole, BHA) blocked the formation
of free radicals and cytotoxicity. It was also shown that ROI formation induced by TNF in the presence of Actinomycin D caused DNA damage (Shoji et al., 1995). Similar to other studies, addition of a ferric iron chelator and a sulfhydryl reagent both prevented DNA damage and cell killing suggested generation of oxygen radicals contribution to DNA damage.

A. TNF-R1 signaling through adapter molecules

Binding of TNF to TNF-R1 also activates caspases and NF-kB through the use of adapter molecules. Binding of TNF trimers to TNF-R1 causes trimerization of receptors, and activates two conflicting signals. One signal activates apoptosis and another signal activates protective mechanisms that inhibit apoptosis. An apoptotic signal is activated through involvement of a caspase cascade; a protective signal involve activation of transcription factor NF-kB (Figure 1). Another transcription factor AP-1 is also known to be activated when TNF binds to TNF-R1. AP-1 is a heterogeneous collection of dimeric transcription factors comprising Jun, Fos and ATF subunits, whose activity is regulated by multiple mechanisms. Both NF-kB and AP-1 induce genes involved in chronic and acute inflammatory responses.

The cytoplasmic domains of the TNF family of receptors do not have enzymatic activity. Instead, signal transduction is induced by aggregation of intracellular adapter molecules through protein-protein interactions. When soluble TNF binds to TNF-R1, it causes SODD to detach from TNF-R1. This allows trimerization of TNF-R1, and that allows adapter molecules to bind to the intracellular domain of TNF-R1. The
Figure 1 Binding of TNF to TNF-R1 causes several different signaling pathways to be activated.
cytoplasmic domains of TNF-R1 contains a motif called a “death domain” (DD), while the cytoplasmic domains of TNF-R2 lacks DD. Binding of trimeric TNF to TNF-R1 causes an adapter molecule, TNFR-associated death domain (TRADD), which also contains DDs, to bind to the DD of TNF-R1 (Hsu et al., 1995). TRADD then recruits two proteins, RIP (receptor interacting protein) and FADD (Fas-associating protein with death domain). FADD contains DDs at its C-terminal (which associates with DD of TRADD), and a death effector domain (DED) at its N-terminal (Boldin et al., 1996; Chinnaiyan et al., 1996). The DED of FADD allows it to bind to a DED in the procaspase-8 and to initiates apoptosis (Bolding et al., 1996). Activation of procaspase-8 activates a caspase cascade which, in the absence of a resistance mechanism, resulting in apoptosis (Figure 1).

RIP contains a DD at its N-terminal, and a serine/threonine kinase domain at C-terminal. It binds to TRADD through the DD, and is required for activation of NF-κB by TNF (Ting et al., 1996; Hsu et al., 1996a) (Figure 1). TRADD also interacts with TNFR-associated factor-2 (TRAF2) which then activates NF-κB and JNK/AP-1 (Liu et al., 1997; Natoli et al., 1997). TRAF2 associates with the N-terminal half of TRADD (Hsu et al., 1996a & 1996b). TRAF2 and RIP also interact with each other possibly to stabilize the complex. This complex will associate with a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK or MAP3K), also known as NF-κB-inducing kinase (NIK) (Figure 1). NIK complexes with NIK-interacting protein kinase called IκB kinase α (IKK-α) or IκB kinase β (IKK-β). This NIK and IKK interaction causes signal-induced phosphorylation of NF-κB inhibitor IκB at the critical serine residues (Regnier et al., 1997; Woronica et
al., 1997). This causes IκB to dissociate from NF-κB and that allows translocation of NF-κB from the cytoplasm into the nucleus. In the nucleus, NF-κB binds to specific DNA sequence and facilitates transcription of inflammatory and antiapoptotic genes.

RIP can associate with another adapter molecule called RIP-associated ICH-1/CED-3-homologous protein with a death domain (RAIDD), also known as caspase and RIP adapter with death domain (CRADD) (Duan and Dixit, 1997; Ahmad et al., 1997). RAIDD contains DD at C-terminal and a caspase recruitment domain (CARD). This allows RAIDD to bind to RIP through DD domain and binds to procaspase-2 through the CARD domain to initiates apoptosis (Duan and Dixit, 1997; Ahmad et al., 1997; Hofmann et al., 1997; Chou et al., 1998).

B. Protective mechanism through NF-κB

Transcription factor NF-κB has been known to be involved in gene expression induced in cells by pathogens or inflammatory cytokines, and is also known to play an important role in development of the immune system (Baeurele and Hendel, 1994). It was first identified as a tissue-restricted factor that activated the immunoglobulin kappa (κ) light chain intron enhancer in certain murine B cells (Sen and Baltimore, 1986a; Sen and Baltimore, 1986b). NF-κB is made up of two protein subunits: the DNA binding subunit p50, and the DNA and IκB binding subunit p65. Normally, NF-κB is in the cytoplasm of unstimulated cells, bound to an inhibitory protein called IκB. IκB prevents DNA binding as well as nuclear translocation of NF-κB by binding to the subunit p65. Upon removal of IκB, NF-κB rapidly translocates from the cytoplasm to the nucleus.
Binding of TNF to TNF-R1, interleukin-1 (IL-1) to IL-1 receptor, or bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) binding to a Toll-like receptor (TLR) causes signal that activate NF-κB. TNF binding to TNF-R1 leads to phosphorylation of IκB, and causes it to dissociate from NF-κB, allowing translocation of NF-κB into nucleus (Figure 1). Binding of NF-κB to specific sequence on DNA allows transcription of genes necessary for inflammation, antiapoptotic proteins, and regulation of cell growth.

Activation of NF-κB has been shown to protect various cell types from apoptosis. It has been shown that the activation of NF-κB protected cells from apoptosis induced by tumor necrosis factor (TNF), ionizing radiation, daunorubicin (a cancer chemotherapeutic compound), or Fas-mediated T cell apoptosis. Inhibition of NF-κB translocation enhances apoptotic killing by these agents (Beg and Baltimore 1996; Wang et al., 1996; van Antwerp et al., 1996; Dudley et al., 1999). NF-κB activation also protects hippocampal neurons from apoptosis induced by the oxidative insults, FeSO₄ and amyloid β-peptide (Mattson et al., 1997). In addition, activation of NF-κB has been shown to suppress p53 (tumor-suppressor gene)-independent apoptosis induced by the proto-oncogene Ras (Mayo et al., 1997). Researchers have shown that a high NF-κB activity and increased expression of inhibitor of apoptosis protein-1 (IAP-1) protected vascular smooth muscle cells from apoptosis (Erl et al., 1999). Their result suggests that IAP-1 is transcriptionally regulated by NF-κB. NF-κB activation is also associated with protection from cadmium- and reactive oxygen species-mediated apoptosis in kidney proximal tubule cells by up-regulating the drug efflux pump, multi-drug resistance P-glycoprotein (mdr1) (Thevenod et al., 2000).
Despite these findings, the target genes that determine cell survival in response to NF-κB activation were largely unknown until recently. Genes for zinc-finger protein A20 (which is induced after TNF treatment \textit{in vitro}) and the manganous superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD) have been proposed as candidates for target genes of NF-κB activation (Baichwal and Baeuerle, 1997; van Antwerp et al., 1998). Recently, pretreatment of hippocampal neuron cell cultures with agents that activate NF-κB (TNF and C2-ceramide) has shown to protect these cells from apoptosis induced by oxidative stress caused by FeSO4 and amyloid β-peptide (Mattson et al., 1997). Activation of NF-κB by pretreatment of these neuron cells with TNF is associated with production of Mn-SOD and suppressing peroxynitrite formation and membrane lipid peroxidation. He and Ting (2002) showed that zinc finger protein A20 is a NF-κB-inducible gene, and is involved in protection from TNF-mediated apoptosis by disrupting the recruitment of the TRADD and RIP to TNF-R1.

IAP has also been implicated in signal transduction pathways that prevent TNF-induced apoptosis. Two research groups have shown that NF-κB activation induces c-IAP1 and c-IAP2 to suppress apoptosis (Chu et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1998). NF-κB controls transcriptional activation of genes for c-IAP1, c-IAP2, TNF receptor-associated factor 1 (TRAF1), and TRAF2. This in turn blocks the activation of caspase-8, leading to suppression of TNF-induced apoptosis.
1.2 CASPASES

1.2.1 Background

Caspases (cysteiny1 aspartate-specific proteinases) are cysteine proteases, which play a central role in apoptotic death. They are constitutively expressed in mammalian tissues as inactive procaspases. They were implicated in apoptosis by genetic analysis in the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* (*C. elegans*). Caspases have an absolute requirement for aspartic acid adjacent to the site of cleavage in a cellular substrate. (Caspases cleave their substrates C-terminal of an aspartic acid.) Each caspase has a specific tetrapeptide recognition sequence N-terminal to the caspase cleavage site.

Currently there are fourteen mammalian caspases (named caspase-1 to caspase-14). Out of these 14 caspases, caspase-11 and -12 are known only in mice. They have distinct roles in apoptosis and inflammation (Salvesen and Dixit, 1997; Nicholson and Thornberry, 1997; Thornberry and Lazebnik, 1998). Caspases-1, -4, -5, -11, -12, -13, and -14 are involved in inflammation/cytokine activation. Caspases-2, -3, -6, -7, -8, -9, and -10 are involved in apoptosis. In apoptosis, caspases function as initiators and effectors of apoptotic cell death in response to proapoptotic signals. Caspases-2, -8, -9 and -10 are initiator caspases involved in upstream or early steps of apoptosis. And Caspases-3, -6, and -7 are effector caspases involved in the later stages of apoptosis.

1.2.2 Structure of caspases

Caspases share similarities in amino acid sequence, structure, and substrate specificity. They are constitutively and ubiquitously expressed as catalytically inactive
proenzymes/procaspases. Structurally, all procaspases are composed of a variable-length prodomain at the N-terminus and a highly homologous protease domain at the C-terminus. This protease domain consists of two subunits: a large subunit of approximately 20 kDa (p20) and a small subunit of approximately 10 kDa (p10). In some procaspases, there is a short linker (about 10 amino acids) between the large and small subunits. Prodomain for initiator caspases and inflammatory caspases are over 100 amino acids long, while prodomain for effector caspases are usually less than 30 amino acids long. These long prodomains of initiator caspases and inflammatory caspases contain a DED and a CARD. Procaspases associate with the adapter molecules through the DEDs and play important roles in procaspase activation. CARDs are present in caspase-1, -2, -4, -5, -9 and the adapter molecules RAIDD and Apaf-1 (Hofmann et al., 1997; Zou et al., 1997). Procaspase-9 binds to Apaf-1 through CARD-CARD interaction (Chou et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 1999). Also procaspase-2 binds to RAIDD through CARD-CARD interaction (Hofmann et al., 1997; Chou et al., 1998). The short prodomains of effector caspases are unlikely to mediate protein-protein interactions. Instead, these short prodomains seem to inhibit caspase activation.

1.2.3 Activation of caspases

Procaspases are activated by proteolytic processing at specific aspartate residues. There is an aspartate cleavage site that separates the prodomain from the large subunit, and a linker region containing one or two aspartate cleavage sites to separate the large and small subunits. Two cleavage events are required to produce fully functional
caspases. The first proteolytic cleavage separates a caspase into a large subunit with a prodomain and a small subunit. The second proteolytic cleavage removes the N-terminal prodomain from a large subunit. An active caspase is a tetramer composed of two large and two small subunits. Once a caspase is activated, it can activate its own precursor or activate downstream procaspases.

Activation of initiator procaspases such as procaspase-8 and procaspase-9 seems to require binding to their specific adapter molecules. This allows procaspases to be in close proximity to each other and to be activated by their oligomerization (Muzio et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1998a). In procaspase-8, it was found that autocleavage could occur through oligomerization (Yang et al., 1998b). Procaspase-9 was shown to be activated without proteolytic processing. Instead, its activation is dependent on cytosolic factors (Stennicke et al., 1999). When expressed in a yeast system, procaspase-2 can be activated by autoprocessing through dimerization that requires both the prodomain and the C-terminal residues (Butt et al., 1998). Procaspase-2 could also be activated by caspase-3 during TNF-mediated apoptosis in the presence of CHX (Li H et al., 1997). Later, it was shown that under UV-induced apoptosis, procaspase-2 was activated by caspase-9 and caspase-3, but under TNF-induced apoptosis, procaspase-2 was activated by caspase-3 alone (Paroni et al., 2001).

Activation of effector procaspases are usually mediated by initiator caspases, but can also be activated by other proteases. Procaspase-3 and -7 were shown to be activated by initiator caspases-8, -9, and -10 (Duan et al., 1996; Li P et al., 1997; Orth et al., 1996; Stennicke et al., 1998). Activation of procaspase-3 could also be mediated by a serine
protease, granzyme B, used by cytotoxic T lymphocytes to kill their targets (Darmon et al., 1995). Procaspase-3 could not be autoactivated by oligomerization like initiator caspases. Recently it was reported that procaspase-3 activation is under an intrinsic “safety catch” regulatory tripeptide (Asp-Asp-Asp) contained within a linker region between the large and the small subunits (Roy et al., 2001). Removal of this regulatory tripeptide resulted in substantially enhanced autocatalytic maturation of procaspase-3 to caspase-3. At the same time removal of this regulatory tripeptide increased vulnerability to proteolytic activation by initiator caspases such as caspase-9 and granzyme B.

1.2.4 Caspases and apoptosis

A cell dying from apoptosis shows very different characteristics compared to cells dying from necrosis. Some of the morphological features seen in apoptotic cells are membrane blebbing followed by cytoplasmic condensation (cell shrinkage), which is accompanied by an increase in cell density, compaction of cytoplasmic organelles, and condensation of the nuclear chromatin. A dying cell also separates from its neighbors, however, membrane integrity is intact. Eventually the nuclear membrane disintegrates and DNA fragmentation occurs. Without releasing their intracellular contents, the dying cells will split into many membrane-bound bodies called “apoptotic bodies”, containing a variety of organelles. These apoptotic bodies are quickly absorbed by adjacent cells, not by phagocytic cells. No inflammatory response is associated with apoptosis. Biochemical characteristic of apoptotic cells are externalization of phosphatidylserine residues from the inner leaflet to the outer leaflet of the cell membrane, reduction in the
mitochondrial transmembrane potential, intracellular acidification, production of reactive oxygen species, selective proteolysis of cellular proteins, and degradation of DNA into internucleosomal fragments.

In contrast, cells dying by necrosis show swelling, alteration in cytosolic and nuclear structures, but no chromatin condensation. Membrane integrity is usually lost during necrosis. Eventually cell membrane ruptures due to cell swelling and internal materials are spilled into the surrounding area to induce an inflammatory response, causing chemotaxis of phagocytic cells to the area. Usually necrosis is caused by a general failure of cellular homeostasis due to physically or chemically induced damage. Unlike apoptosis where a single cell can be induced to die, necrosis causes group of cells usually adjacent to each other to die.

Caspases can be activated by many proapoptotic stimuli. Generally there are two pathways that cause activation of initiator caspases leading to activation of effector caspases. One is a death receptor pathway and another is a mitochondrial pathway (Figure 1). Recently, the third pathway involving the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) was found. In this pathway, caspase-12 is involved in the apoptosis that results from stress in the ER (Nakagawa et al., 2000). Activation of procaspase-12 in the endoplasmic reticulum was achieved by translocation of cytosolic caspase-7 to the ER surface, and cleavage of procaspase-12 to generate active caspase-12 (Rao et al., 2001). This resulted in an increase in cell death. It was further determined that active caspase-12 can activate procaspase-9 in a cytochrome c independent manner leading to activation of procaspase-3 (Morishima et al., 2002).
In a death receptor pathway, when a ligand is bound to a death receptor such as TNF-R1 or Fas, there is recruitment of procaspases to the receptor/adapter molecule complex (membrane-associated death complex) to initiates caspase-induced apoptosis. This is generally done through recruitment of procaspase-8 or procaspase-2 (Figure 1). Activation of procaspase-8 results in activation of the effector caspases-3, -6, or -7, leading to cellular substrate cleavage and cell death. Recently, it was shown that death receptor-mediated apoptosis initiated by caspase-8 could amplify apoptosis through mitochondria (Figure 1). Li et al. (1998) showed cleavage of BID, a “BH3 domain only” member of a Bcl-2 protein family, by activated caspase-8 in Fas induced apoptosis. Cleaved BID then translocates to mitochondria and induces mitochondria to release cytochrome c and activate caspase-9 leading to apoptosis. BID activation by caspase-8 was also shown in TNF-induced apoptosis (Gross et al., 1999). Recruitment of procaspase-2 through RAIDD/CRADD to TNF-R1 causes activation of procaspase-2 by caspase-3 (Li H et al., 1997). Paroni et al. (2001) showed that activation of caspase-8 eventually led to activation of caspase-2 through activation of caspase-3. Activated caspase-2 was shown to feed into the mitochondrial pathway by causing mitochondria to release cytochrome c and induce apoptosis via activation of caspase-9 (Paroni et al., 2001; Lassus et al., 2002). Hence, caspase-2 also leads to mitochondria activation. In the caspase-8 activation of BID and caspase-2 induced apoptosis, mitochondria are amplifiers of caspase activity rather than initiators of caspase activation.

In the mitochondrial pathway, apoptotic stimuli, such as DNA damaging agents or cellular stress, can trigger the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c to the cytoplasm.
Released cytochrome c binds to Apaf-1, forming a complex. Procaspase-9 is recruited to this cytochrome c/Apaf-1 complex to initiate apoptosis (Figure 1).

1.2.5 *Caspases mediated cleavage of cellular proteins*

Effector caspases such as caspase-3, -6, and -7 have been shown to cleave different cellular proteins to carry out apoptosis. All of the cellular substrates/proteins that are cleaved by these effector caspases contain the tetrapeptide-recognition sequence amino-terminus of the specific caspase cleavage site. Some cellular substrates cleaved by effector caspases contribute to apoptosis (of the three effector caspases, caspase-3 appears to be most important for apoptosis). There are other cellular substrates cleaved by caspase-3 that are found in cells undergoing apoptosis, but are not known to be associated with apoptotic characteristics.

Some of the cellular substrates cleaved by caspase-3 that lead to apoptotic features such as DNA fragmentation are the poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), the cleavage of inhibitor of caspase-activated deoxyribonuclease (ICAD), and the DNA fragmentation factor (DFF) (Lazebnik et al., 1994; Nicholson et al., 1995; Tewari et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1997; Enari et al., 1998; Sakahira et al., 1998). PARP is a DNA repair enzyme. Cleavage of this enzyme inactivates a DNA repair system, and has been suggested to lead to DNA fragmentation. DFF is a novel cytosolic protein that is activated by caspase-3 cleavage and induces DNA fragmentation (Liu et al., 1997). Cleavage of ICAD by caspase-3 allows it to dissociate from a caspase-activated deoxyribonuclease (CAD). CAD exists as an inactive complex with ICAD in the
cytoplasm of living cells. Released CAD translocates to the nucleus and cause DNA fragmentation in apoptotic cells (Enari et al., 1998; Sakahira et al., 1998).

Cleavage of α-fodrin, lamin, gelsolin, keratin, and p21-activated kinase-2 (PAK2) were shown to cause membrane blebbing, chromatin condensation, and nuclear fragmentation. Cleavage of α-fodrin by caspase-3 caused membrane blebbing (Cryns et al., 1996). Lamin was shown to be cleaved by caspase-6 (which was activated by caspase-3) (Srinivasula et al., 1996; Takahashi et al., 1996). Nuclear lamina, generated by polymerization of lamins, forms a proteinaceous meshwork located between chromatin and the inner nuclear membrane. Thus cleavage of lamin can be responsible for chromatin condensation and nuclear fragmentation. Gelsolin was shown to be cleaved by caspase-3 in vitro and in vivo (Kothakota et al., 1997; Yamashita et al., 1999). Gelsolin is a severing protein that regulates the length of actin filaments by breaking them into short pieces or blocking their ends. Expression of the gelsolin cleavage product in multiple cell types caused the cells to round up, detach from the plate, and undergo nuclear fragmentation. Keratins are major components of intermediate filaments of simple epithelial cells. During apoptosis, keratin 18 (K18) intermediate filaments reorganized into granular structures. K18 was proteolytically cleaved by caspase-6 into 2 fragments (26 kDa and 22 kDa). Caspase-3 and -7 further cleaved the 22-kD fragment into a 19-kD fragment (Caulin et al., 1997). Thus cleavage of keratins may contribute to cell shrinkage. Cleavage of PAK2 was shown in apoptotic cells induced through Fas receptor pathway in Jurkat cell line. Cleavage generated a constitutively active PAK2 fragment by caspase-3 in anti-Fas mediated apoptotic Jurkat T cells (Rudel and Bokoch,
PAKs are serine-threonine kinases whose activity is regulated by the small guanosine triphosphatases (GTPases) Rac and Cdc42. PAKs regulate morphological and cytoskeletal changes in a variety of cell types. Hence cleavage of PAKs probably contributes to cell blebbing and cell shrinkage.

Some of anti-apoptotic proteins that are cleaved by the effector caspases are retinoblastoma (Rb) protein, Bcl-2 protein, and tyrosine kinase focal adhesion kinase (FAK). It was shown that Rb protein, an important cell cycle regulator with a known anti-apoptotic function, was specifically cleaved by a caspase-1-like protease in TNF and staurosporine-induced apoptosis (Janicke et al., 1996). The extent of Rb cleavage correlated directly with TNF-induced apoptosis in tumor cell lines HeLa D98 and MCF-7. Cleaved Rb bound cyclin D3 and inhibited the transcriptional activity of E2F-1 (transcription factor), but failed to bind to the regulatory protein MDM2 (Janicke et al., 1996). This inability of cleaved Rb to bind to the regulatory protein MDM2 may lead to apoptosis. Bcl-2, an integral intracellular membrane protein can inhibit programmed cell death induced by multiple insults in a wide variety of cell types. It was shown that Bcl-2 was cleaved at Asp34 by caspase-3 in vitro in cells overexpressing caspase-3, after induction of apoptosis by Fas ligation or after interleukin-3 (IL-3) withdrawal from IL-3-dependent cell lines. It appears that the cleaved Bcl-2 fragment promoted apoptosis (Cheng et al., 1997).

FAK, a tyrosine kinase, localizes to focal adhesions and associates temporally and spatially with integrins. FAK plays an important role in regulating focal adhesion formation in adherent cells. It was shown that inhibition of FAK in fibroblasts resulted in
apoptosis. Wen et al. (1997) showed that tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) cleaved FAK sequentially into two different fragments (85 kDa and 77 kDa). Using purified caspases and Baculovirus expressed FAK in vitro, they demonstrated that first FAK cleavage might be caused by caspase-3 or caspase-7 (with caspase-7 approximately 100-fold more active in generating the first FAK 85-kDa fragment than caspase-3), and the second cleavage by caspase-6 or by a related caspase into a 77 kDa fragment.

Activation of NF-κB is associated with transcription of antiapoptotic genes along with transcription of inflammatory genes. Caspase-3 was shown to promote apoptosis by cleaving NF-κB inhibitor IκBα at its N-terminal. This truncated form of IκBα acted as a dominant inhibitor that could still bind to NF-κB, but inhibited NF-κB activation and caused sensitization to cell death (Reuther et al., 1999).

Cleavage of some proteins, such as cytosolic PLA2 (cPLA2) and protein kinase C δ (PKC δ) can activate them to induce apoptosis. cPLA2 was shown to be cleaved by TNF-induced activation of caspases. Caspase-3 or a closely related protease, was most likely involved in cleavage of cPLA2 since it contains a caspase-3 recognition sequence and the caspase-3 inhibitor Ac-DEVD-CHO inhibited cPLA2 cleavage (Wissing et al., 1997). This activated cPLA2 contributed to apoptosis. Proteolytic activation of PKC δ by caspase-1 was deduced in human U937 cells treated with ionizing radiation using tetrapeptide caspase-1 inhibitor, YVAD (Emoto et al., 1995), and by in vitro caspase-3 cleavage experiment (Ghayur et al., 1996). Inhibition of apoptosis by overexpression of Bcl-2 or Bcl-xL was associated with a blocking of PKC δ cleavage. Also, Ghayur et al.
(1996) demonstrated that overexpression of the cleaved PKC δ catalytic kinase fragment in cells was associated with chromatin condensation, nuclear fragmentation, induction of sub-G1 phase DNA and lethality.

In TNF-induced apoptosis, one of the adapter molecules associated with the TNF:TNFR signaling complex, RIP, the death domain kinase, was shown to be cleaved by caspase-8. This resulted in the blockage of TNF-induced NF-κB activation. RIPc, one of the cleavage products, enhanced interaction between TRADD and FADD and increased cells' sensitivity to TNF (Lin et al., 1999).

1.2.6 Caspase inhibitors

A. Natural or endogenous caspase inhibitors

Several viral proteins are endogenous inhibitors of mammalian caspases and can prevent apoptosis. Baculovirus p35 protein was shown to inhibit apoptosis by acting as a competitive inhibitor for certain caspases. In C. elegans it is a competitive inhibitor of CED-3 (a caspase-1 homolog) (Xue and Horvitz, 1995). It can also inhibit Fas and TNF-induced apoptosis in human cell lines by blocking PARP cleavage (Beidler et al., 1995). Other have shown that Baculovirus p35 irreversibly inhibits caspases-1, -2, 3-, and -4 (Bump et al., 1995). Another natural inhibitor of caspases is cytokine response modifier A (CrmA), a 38 kDa serpin produced by the cowpox virus. CrmA shows highest affinity to caspase-1, and second highest for caspase-8 (Zhou et al., 1997). CrmA can also inhibit caspases-4, -5, -9, and -10 (Garcia-Calvo et al., 1998).
There are some cellular inhibitors of apoptosis. FLICE-inhibitory protein (FLIP), which has a viral form and mammalian forms, inhibits Fas-induced apoptosis (Irmler et al., 1997). FLIP is predominantly expressed in muscle and lymphoid tissues. Two forms of FLIP (FLIPs and FLIPL) interact with the adapter protein FADD and caspase-8 to block apoptosis. Thus FLIP inhibits caspase-adaptor interactions. Mammalian IAPs were shown to inhibit activation of caspases. cIAP-1 and cIAP-2 were shown to inhibit apoptosis by binding to TRAF1 and TRAF2 to block receptor signaling (Uren et al., 1996). X-linked IAP (XIAP) was shown to inhibit activation of caspase-3 and -7 in mitochondria-induced apoptotic pathway in vitro (Deveraux et al., 1997). A year later, Deveraux et al. (1998) showed that XIAP, cIAP1 and cIAP2 blocked cytochrome c-induced activation of procaspase-9, thus preventing the proteolytic activation of procaspases-3, -6, and -7. However, XIAP, cIAP1 and cIAP2 did not block caspase-8-induced activation of procaspase-3.

B. Synthetic peptide inhibitors of caspases

The most potent peptide inhibitors contain a peptide-recognition element corresponding to that found in endogenous cellular substrates. The knowledge of these specific peptide-recognition sequences enabled the development of cleavage-site-directed inhibitors of caspase-1 and caspase-3. Short peptide inhibitors, such as benzyloxycarbonyl-Val-Ala-Asp fluoromethyl ketone (z-VAD-fmk), acetyl Tyr-Val-Ala-Asp aldehyde (Ac-YVAD-CHO), and acetyl Asp-Glu-Val-Asp aldehyde (Ac-DEVD-CHO), are designed based on the known specific recognition sequences adjacent to the
cleavage site of different caspases. Z-VAD-fmk was initially developed as a cell-
permeable irreversible inhibitor of caspase-1-like protease. Ac-YVAD-CHO was
initially developed as a reversible competitive inhibitor of caspase-1. And Ac-DEVD-
CHO was initially developed as a reversible competitive inhibitor of caspase-3. To date,
Ac-YVAD-CHO the most specific caspase-1 inhibitor ($K_i = 0.76$ nM) (Garcia-Calvo et
al., 1998).

Ac-DEVD-CHO, is a relative potent inhibitor of both caspase-1 ($K_i = 17$ nM) and
caspase-3 ($K_i = 0.35$ nM), with a 49-fold preference for caspase-3 (Thornberry, 1997).
Its peptide component is identical to the P1-P4 sites in at least two endogenous caspase-3
substrates (Nicholson and Thornberry, 1997). Originally, it was developed as a
tetrapeptide aldehyde containing the P1-P4 amino-acid sequence of the PARP cleavage
site. It inhibited the PARP cleavage activity in apoptotic osteosarcoma cell extracts with
a 50% inhibitory concentration ($IC_{50}$) of 0.2 nM (Nicholson et al., 1995). Later, Garcia-
Calvo et al. (1998) found that it is also a potent inhibitor for caspase-7 ($K_i = 1.6$ nM) and
caspase-8 ($K_i = 0.92$ nM), not just for caspase-3 ($K_i = 0.23$ nM).

Z-VAD-fmk was originally developed as an irreversible inhibitor of ICE-like
proteases. (Peptidyl-fluoromethylketones (fmk) are irreversible inhibitors of cysteine
proteases.) However, recently it was shown to work as a pan-caspase inhibitor. The
sequence of the peptide is based on substrate cleavage sites. VAD is the caspase-1
recognition and cleavage site in progenitor interleukin-1β. The peptides based on this
sequences partially inhibited purified caspase-1 in Fas-mediated apoptosis (Pronk et al.,
1996). Z-VAD-fmk contains an Asp in the P1 position, which has been shown to be
critical for caspase-1-like proteases inhibition (Thornberry et al., 1992; Dolle et al., 1994). The tripeptide analog z-VAD-CH2OC(O)-2,6-Cl2Ph, 3, showed a substantially faster rate of inactivation for caspase-1 compared to tetrapeptide Ac-YVAD-CHN2 (Dolle et al., 1994). Another group found that z-VAD-fmk inhibited both murine caspase-1 and human caspase-3, with caspase-1 showing the faster rate of inactivation (Armstrong et al., 1996). The selectivity of z-VAD-fmk for caspase-1-related proteases is further indicated by its lack of detectable inhibition of granzyme B, a mammalian serine protease with specificity for Asp also in the P1 position. Currently z-VAD-fmk is known as an irreversible inhibitor of caspase-1 to caspase-9 (Garcia-Calvo et al., 1998). Z-VAD-fmk inhibits caspase-1 the best, followed by caspase-8>caspase-9>caspase-5>caspase-7>caspase-3>caspase-6>caspase-4>caspase-2.

1.3 HEAT SHOCK RESPONSE

1.3.1 Background

The first heat shock response was discovered in Drosophila melanogaster as the characteristic puffs in the salivary gland chromosomes when heat shocked (Ritossa, 1962). Since then, heat shock proteins (HSPs) have been found to be present in all organisms from bacteria to mammals. HSPs are classified into several groups based on their molecular size. Currently there are five major classes of HSPs: HSP100, HSP 90, HSP 70, HSP60 (GroEL), and small HSPs (sHSPs such as HSP 27/28). Mammalian HSPs have been classified into four major families: sHSPs, HSP 60, HSP 70, and HSP 90.
Some of these HSPs are expressed constitutively (e.g. HSP 60, HSC 70, and HSP 90). Some are induced (e.g. HSP 70 and HSP 27) by some kind of environmental stimulus that causes stress to an organism or a cell. The majority of these proteins play a role as molecular chaperones or as components of proteolytic systems. As molecular chaperones in a cell, they participate in proper folding of newly synthesized proteins, and/or guide proteins to move to their proper destination throughout the cell. Under a stressful condition, these HSPs can associate with partially unfolded proteins and help to refold these proteins into a proper conformation. HSPs also indirectly participate in the degradation of badly damaged proteins resulting from stressful conditions.

A brief review of the properties of different HSP families follows (reviewed in Morimoto et al., 1994; Garrido et al., 2001). The HSP 100 protein family has been universally conserved from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. In yeast and E. coli, these proteins are required for thermotolerance of extreme temperatures. Some proteins in this family are actively involved in the proteolytic pathway.

The HSP 90 protein family is found in the cytosol and ER. These proteins are abundant, constitutively expressed and essential for cell growth. Under stress condition, their expression level can be increased. They are mostly seen in association with certain protein kinases (e.g. pp60<sup>src</sup>) and transcription factors (e.g. glucocorticoid receptors). HSP 90 binds to these molecules and suppresses their function until it escorts them to their proper final destination or until the proper ligand arrives. HSP 90 also has chaperone function by preventing the aggregation of some denatured polypeptides.
HSP 70 protein family is the most conserved class of HSPs. There are several forms in the HSP 70 protein family. The most common HSP 70s in human cells are a constitutively expressed form of HSP 70 protein family, HSC 70, and a stress inducible form of HSP 70 protein family, HSP 70. Other HSP 70 protein family, such as HSP75 is found in mitochondria, and a glucose-regulated protein of about 78 kDa (GRP 78) is found in the endoplasmic reticulum. HSC 70 normally function as an ATP-dependent molecular chaperones by assisting the folding of newly synthesized polypeptide. During stress, inducible HSP70 is synthesized to enhance the ability of stressed cells to deal with the increased concentration of unfolded or denatured proteins. HSP 70s are also known to negatively autoregulate the heat-shock response by interfering with the function of the heat shock factor responsible for heat shock gene transcription.

HSP 60, also known as chaperonin, is usually in association with another HSP 60 family member HSP10. HSP 10 binds to HSP 60 to regulate the substrate binding and the ATPase activity of HSP 60. They are restricted to eubacteria, mitochondria, and chloroplasts. HSP 60 is shown to bind to unfolded polypeptide to prevent protein disaggregation and also dissolve some protein aggregates. It can also facilitate the proteolytic degradation of misfolded or denatured proteins in an ATP-dependent manner.

Small heat shock proteins, such as HSP 27, are expressed in many cell types and tissues at specific stages of development and differentiation. Unlike other HSPs, HSP 27 is an ATP-independent chaperone. HSP27/28 and crystallin family members can prevent polypeptide aggregation. They can also undergo phosphorylation in response to stress and mitogenic signals and are involved in cellular thermotolerance.
1.3.2 HSPs and cell death

Many researches have shown that induction of HSPs under stress protect cells from dying. Early research has shown that cells that survive the initial heat-shock treatment at or above 42 °C acquire transient thermotolerance, and the sensitivity of these cells to the subsequent hyperthermia is substantially reduced (Hahn and Li, 1990; Li and Hahn, 1987). It has also been shown that nonlethal heat shock treatment of cells at 39-43 °C, or induction of stress, can protect different tumorigenic cell lines from TNF-mediated cytolysis, and other cell-mediated cytotoxic effectors such as CTL and activated monocytes (Jaattela et al., 1989; Gromkowski et al., 1989; Sugawara et al., 1990; Jaatalla, 1990). More recently, heat shock proteins, especially HSP70 and HSP27, have been implicated in increased resistance to apoptosis (Samali and Cotter, 1996; Li et al., 1996; Buzzard et al., 1998). In addition, inhibition of HSP synthesis can lead to apoptosis (Gorman et al., 1999).

Expression of sHSPs, such as HSP27, and αB-crystallin, have been associated with protection from TNF and oxidative stress-induced cytotoxicity (Mehlen et al., 1995). These proteins have also been shown to have antiapoptotic activity. Garrido et al. (1999) showed that HSP27 could prevent activation of procaspase-9 and -3 in etoposide-induced apoptosis in U937, but did not prevent the release of cytochrome c and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) from mitochondria into the cytosol. Kamradt et al. (2001) showed that under normal condition another sHSP, αB-crystallin, inhibits autoproteolytic maturation of partially processed caspase-3 intermediate), thus preventing generation of a fully active caspase-3.
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The induction of HSP 70 is known to protect cells from TNF-induced cytolysis (Kusher et al., 1990; Jaattela et al., 1992; Kim et al., 1997; Jaattela et al., 1998). Overexpression of HSP 70 has been shown to inhibit TNF-induced activation of phospholipase A2 (Jaattela, 1993). Jaattela et al. (1998) showed that HSP70 blocked TNF, staurosporine and doxorubicin-induced apoptosis by interfering with post caspase-3 activity at the arachidonic acid release step (Jaattela et al., 1998). Li et al. (2000) showed that the antiapoptotic effect of HSP 70 occurred downstream of cytochrome c release and upstream of caspase-3 activation in a cell free system. HSP 70 was also shown to inhibit caspase-dependent and caspase-independent apoptosis in Jurkat T cells (Creagh et al., 2000). HSP70 inhibited activation of caspase-3 in caspase-dependent apoptosis. HSP 70 inhibited loss of mitochondrial membrane potential, release of cytochrome c from mitochondria to cytosol, and increase in intracellular calcium level for both caspase-dependent and caspase-independent apoptosis. And lastly, HSP 70 was shown to interact with AIF, a caspase-independent apoptotic effector, and prevented AIF-induced chromatin condensation of purified nuclei in a cell-free system (Ravagnan et al., 2001). The data indicated that HSP 70 could bind AIF and neutralize its apoptotic effect.

Unlike sHSP or HSP 70, HSP 60 and HSP10 have a proapoptotic role. In Jurkat and Hela cells, camptothecin treatment caused HSP 60 and HSP 10 to be released from mitochondria and associate with procaspase-3 to promote its activation (Samali et al., 1999; Xanthoudakis et al., 1999).

HSP 90 was shown to bind to Apaf-1 and inhibit cytochrome-c mediated activation of caspase-9 under normal conditions (Pandey et al., 2000). When cells were
treated with a DNA-damaging agent such as staurosporin to induce apoptosis, HSP 90 dissociated from Apaf-1 and allowed the normal cytochrome c/Apaf-1/procaspase-9 complex to form, leading to activation of procaspase-9.

1.4 TUMOR PROGRESSION MODEL

The B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 murine cell lines were developed by Patek et al. (1978) to represent the progression of a cell from normal to a cancerous phenotype. The murine tumor progression model is depicted in Figure 2.

The normal (N) cell line, represented by B/C-N, is a cloned fibroblastic cell line derived from Balb/C fetal tissue (primary fibroblast). It shows continuous growth in culture and expresses no known transformed phenotype either in vivo or in vitro. It is anchorage-dependent and contact-inhibited.

The intermediate (I) cell line, represented by 10ME HD A.5 R.1 (10ME), is a cloned, methylcholanthrene-transformed (tumorigenic fibroblast) cell line derived from
Isolation of 10ME from 3-methylcholanthrene-11, 12-dihydroepoxide treated B/C-N was done by selection for anchorage-independence growth in 0.3% agarose. 10ME is transformed but susceptible to rejection as demonstrated by its ability to form tumors in immune deficient hosts [athymic nude mice or adult mice thymectomized, lethally X-irradiated then reconstituted with fetal liver cells (ATXFL)]. It is susceptible to immune and nonimmune effector mechanisms in normal host, thus, it cannot form tumor in normal syngeneic mice.

Cancer (C) cell lines, represented by L51 and L88, are uncloned cell population. Selection of these cells were done in vivo. L51 was established from the tumors that arose in ATxFL mice after subcutaneous injection of $10^7$ 10ME cells. L88 was established from tumors in normal mice after the subcutaneous injection of L51 cells. L88 exhibits anchorage-independent growth in 0.3% agar, and growth as foci of contact-inhibited cells on plastic surfaces. L88 cells are resistant to rejection, hence, form tumors in normal syngeneic mice. L88.3 cells used in this study are a subclone of the L88. Like L88, L88.3 is TNF-resistant and forms tumors in normal syngeneic mice.

1.5 OBJECTIVES

TNF can induce several different signaling pathways leading to apoptosis or necrosis, depending on the cell lines used. Researches have shown that caspases play a central role in the execution of apoptosis. Several initiator and effector caspases were shown to be activated by TNF-mediated cytolysis. The most common initiator caspase activated by TNF were either caspase-8 or caspase-9, and the most common effector
caspase activated by TNF was caspase-3. Additionally, it has been shown that nonlethal heat-shock treatment of cells, or induction of stress, can protect different tumorigenic cell lines from TNF-mediated cytolysis, and certain cell-mediated cytotoxic effectors (Jaattela et al., 1989; Gromkowski et al., 1989; Sugawara et al., 1990; Jaatala, 1990). Hence, heat-shock treatment may confer protection from TNF-mediated cytolysis by preventing activation of caspases in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines.

This study was directed at better understanding some of the biochemical pathways involved in TNF-induced cell death. Moreover, using our unique lineage of cells representing steps on the pathway from normal to cancerous, understanding why some cells are sensitive to TNF-mediated lysis whereas others are not, may provide insight into the development of cancer and may provide a rational basis for the development of anticancer therapeutics.

Thus, we designed experiments to answer the following questions.

1) Are initiator caspases, caspase-8, -9, and an effector caspase, caspase-3 involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines?

2) Presuming caspases are involved, are caspases the only lytic pathway activated in TNF-mediated cytolysis? Additionally, since TNF could induce apoptotic or necrotic death we investigated the role of oxygen radical generation and activation of PLA2.

3) Does heat-shock pretreatment at 42 °C for two hours differentially protect B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines from TNF-mediated cytolysis? And, if so, is the protection conferred by heat-shock pretreatment due to inhibition of caspase activation (inhibition of a lytic mechanism)?
CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Medium and cell lines

All murine cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum, and 100 units of penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ in an incubator. Murine cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 were derived from Balb/c mice by Patek et al. (1978). These cell lines are fibroblastic cell lines, and represent different stages of tumor progression. For characteristics and development of these cell lines, please see chapter 1 section 1.4. L929 is a murine fibrosarcoma cell line (Sanford et al., 1948).

2.2 Reagents

Recombinant murine TNF was provided by Genentech (San Francisco, CA). One lytic unit is the amount of TNF which can lyse 50% of the L929 cells in a standardized assay. Cycloheximide (CHX), butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA), and quinacrine were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). CHX, a translation inhibitor, was dissolved in supplemented DMEM and used at a final concentration of 10 μg/ml. BHA, an oxygen radical scavenger, was used at a final concentration of 100 μM. BHA was dissolved in DMSO (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at stock concentration of 300 mM and aliquots were frozen until use. Quinacrine, a specific PLA₂ inhibitor, was dissolved in
supplemented DMEM and used at a final concentration of 1 μM. Caspase inhibitors z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk were purchased from ICN Biomedicals, Inc. (formerly Enzyme Systems Products, Livermore, CA) and used at a final concentration of 20 μM. Z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk were dissolved in DMSO (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) at stock concentration of 20 mM and aliquots were frozen until use.

2.3 Heat shock treatment and caspase inhibitors pretreatment

For heat shock treatment, target cells were counted and plated in a 60 mm tissue culture dish (petri dishes that are vacuum gas plasma-treated to facilitate adhesion of cells) with 4 ml of supplemented DMEM the night before the experiment. On the day of the experiment, cells were heat shocked at 42 °C with 5% CO₂ for 2 hours. If used in an in vitro chromium-release assay, these heat-treated targets were incubated with 100 μCi/ml ^{51}Cr for 80 - 90 minutes at 37 °C following 2 hours of heat shock treatment. If used in a caspase enzyme activity assay, cells were plated in a 100 mm tissue culture dish, after 2 hours of heat shock treatment, cells were incubated at 37 °C with 100 units TNF/plate for various lengths of time.

For preincubation with caspase inhibitors z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk, target cells were counted and plated in a tissue culture dish with supplemented DMEM the night before. For an in vitro chromium-release assay, targets were incubated with ^{51}Cr (100 μCi/ml) for 80 - 90 minutes at 37 °C. The target cells were then washed, counted, and diluted to 2 x 10^5 cells/ml in supplemented DMEM with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk at a final concentration of 20 μM. Targets were plated in 96-well tissue culture microtiter
plates containing 50 µl/well of cells (i.e., 10^4 cells) and inhibitors, and incubated at 37 °C for one hour. Appropriate concentrations of TNF (50 µl/well) were added at the end of one hour preincubation with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk.

When z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk was used in caspase activity assays, they were added to the 100 mm tissue-culture-treated dishes at a final concentration of 20 µM and incubated at 37 °C for one hour. At the end of one-hour preincubation with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk, TNF was added at 100 units/dish (1,000 U TNF/ml) to these 100 mm tissue-culture-treated dishes and incubated at 37 °C for various lengths of time.

2.4 In vitro Chromium release assay

On the day of the experiment, target cells were incubated in radioactive sodium chromate (^51Cr 100 µCi/ml) for 80 to 90 minutes in a tissue-culture-treated dish in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS). During this incubation period, the sodium chromate diffuses into the target cells. The chromate binds to macromolecules in the cells and cannot diffuse out. After the incubation period, ^51Cr not taken up by live target cells is removed by washing with supplemented DMEM media. Serum proteins in the medium will bind free ^51Cr-isotope left in a plate. Chromium-labeled targets were diluted to 2 x 10^5 cells/ml with supplemented DMEM. Mixing of ^51Cr labeled targets (50 µl containing 10^4 cells) with 50 µl of effectors (e.g. TNF or cytotoxic cells) at appropriate concentrations causes lysis of target cells. In these experiments, various concentrations of TNF (0.01 unit – 100 units/well in DMEM) are added to 96-well tissue culture
microtiter plates containing a final volume of 0.1 ml/well. The amount of $^{51}$Cr released into the supernatant is proportional to the number of cells killed.

The amount of $^{51}$Cr released was determined at 5 hours, 7 hours or 18 hours after targets and TNF were mixed in a well. The percent (%) specific $^{51}$Cr release, equivalent to target lysis, was calculated by the following formula:

$$\% \text{ specific lysis} = \frac{(\text{Sample cpm} - \text{spontaneous cpm}) \times 100}{(\text{total cpm} - \text{spontaneous cpm})}$$

Total cpm is the total amount of radioactivity in the well. Spontaneous cpm refers to the amount of radioactivity released from the targets in the absence of TNF. Percentage spontaneous release is calculated by the following formula:

$$\% \text{ spontaneous release} = \frac{\text{Sample cpm (no TNF)} \times 100}{\text{total cpm}}$$

Each data point is the average of triplicate samples. Triplicate samples rarely vary more than plus or minus 10% from the average. Spontaneous release did not go above 35% in all the experiments. Generally difference in 10% or more lysis between different treatments is considered significant.

Although there is little difference between identically treated samples in a given assay (±10%), there can be significant differences in the absolute amount of killing on a given day. However, the rank order of the results are very consistent and this consistency provides the confidence in the overall experimental results. Thus, for example, although the absolute amount of cell lysis for B/C-N, 10ME and L88.3 may vary from day to day, we consistently find that B/C-N is always poorly lysed by TNF, L88.3 is lysed more than B/C-N, however the level of lysis is still low, and 10ME is always lysed much more than
B/C-N and L88.3. These kind of results are not particularly amenable to statistical analysis but the relative consistency of the repeated experiments make them quite amenable to experimentation and serious analysis. Thus, this is the standard for mammalian cell cytotoxicity assays.

In an experiment where cycloheximide (CHX) was added to the assay, it was added at 50 μl/well (final concentration = 10 μg/ml) 2 hours after the targets and TNF were mixed. It was found that addition of CHX 2 hours after the targets and TNF were mixed caused maximum effect on TNF-mediated cytolysis by blocking a protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism (Patek et al., 1987).

In an experiment where BHA was added to the assay, the stock solution was diluted with supplemented DMEM, and added at 50 μl/well (final concentration = 100 μM) right after TNF was mixed with the target cells.

In an experiment where quinacrine was added to the assay, it was added at 50 μl/well (final concentration = 1 μM) immediately after TNF was mixed with the target cells.

2.5 Caspase enzyme activity assay

*In vitro* caspase enzymatic activity is based on the principle that caspases are synthesized as inactive pro-caspases and their activation is induced by apoptotic stimuli received by the target cells. Thus, in the untreated cells, activation of pro-caspases to become active caspases is at basal level. However, in the cells that are treated to induce apoptosis, pro-caspases are proteolytically cleaved to become active caspases. Only the
activated caspases can proteolytically cleave substrates. Three steps are involved in measurement of a caspase enzymatic activity. First, target cells are treated to induce apoptosis. Then these treated cells are lysed to collect their intracellular contents. The next step is to test cell lysates for caspase (protease) activity by the addition of a caspase-specific peptide that is conjugated to the color reporter molecule p-nitroanilide (p-NA). A caspase-specific peptide (a substrate for an active caspase) is based on each caspase's known specific tetrapeptide cleavage recognition sequence of its cellular substrate(s). Lastly, spectrophotometric quantitation of the released chromophore, p-NA, due to cleavage of the caspase-specific peptide is measured at 405 nm. The level of caspase enzymatic activity in the cell lysate is directly proportional to the color reaction (development of a yellow color).

Detection of caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities were measured using caspase colorimetric assay kits from R & D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). The kit provided cell lysis buffer, dilution buffer, reaction buffer (2x), DTT, and an appropriate caspase colorimetric substrate. For detection of caspase-8 activity, IETD-pNA (p-nitroanaline) substrate was provided in the kit. For detection of caspase-9, LEHD-pNA substrate was provided in the kit. For detection of caspase-3, DEVD-pNA substrate was provided in the kit.

For the preparation of cell lysates, cells were counted and plated in 100 mm tissue culture dishes with supplemented DMEM the night before the assay. After appropriate pretreatment (heat shock or caspase inhibitors), TNF was added to these plates at 100 units/plate and incubated at 37 °C for various lengths of time. If CHX was used, it was
added to the targets two hours after addition of TNF. CHX was used at a final concentration of 10 µg/ml. At the end of the TNF treatment, the cells were washed and counted in HBSS. After the total cell count was determined for each sample, cells were centrifuged at 250 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was removed, and appropriate amounts (25 µl per 1 x 10^6 cells) of cold cell-lysis buffer was added to each sample. The sample was then incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Cell lysates were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for one minute. The supernatant was transferred to a new microfuge tube and kept on ice to be used in a caspase colorimetric assay. Fifty µl of cell lysate, 50 µl of reaction buffer (mixed with DTT), and 5 µl of appropriate caspase-colorimetric substrate were mixed in a well of a flat-bottomed 96-well ELISA plate. The plate was incubated at 37 °C for two hours. The results were read on a microplate reader at 405 nm, and the increase in each caspase activity was expressed as a ratio of fold increase of (an OD of a treated sample)/(an OD of an untreated control).

Similar to the ^\textsuperscript{51}Cr-release assays, there can be significant difference in results from "identical" caspase activity assays from day to day. However, like the ^\textsuperscript{51}Cr-release assays, repeated assays give the same relative results such that there is confidence that a particular treatment always has the same relative effects on various cell lines. Although this is not the ideal situation, it is a limitation of studies on mammalian cell lines where minor differences in cell density, serum, temperature, CO\textsubscript{2} concentration and any number of unknown influences have effects on the behavior of the cells.
2.6 Microscopic observation of target cell morphology

Target cells were counted and plated in 35 mm tissue culture treated dishes with supplemented DMEM the night before the various treatments. Targets were either not treated (untreated control), treated with 100 units TNF/dish, treated with z-VAD-fmk only at 20 μM final concentration, or treated with z-VAD-fmk for one hour followed by 100 units TNF/dish for various lengths of time up to 6 hours at 37 °C. The untreated control and treated target cells were observed hourly under an inverted microscope at a total magnification of 200x. A digital camera was used to take pictures of these untreated and treated targets.
CHAPTER 3
CASPASE ACTIVATION IS ONE OF THE LYTIC PATHWAYS UTILIZED IN
TNF-MEDIATED CYTOTOXICITY

When TNF binds to TNF-R1, it induces two signals: 1) activation of a cytotoxic mechanism which is protein-synthesis-independent, and 2) activation of a resistance mechanism which is protein-synthesis dependent. In TNF-sensitive cells, when TNF binds to TNF-R1, the protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism is activated while the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism is poorly activated. In TNF-resistant cells, when TNF binds to TNF-R1, the protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism is activated along with the protein-synthesis-dependent-resistance mechanism. Most TNF-resistant cells become TNF-sensitive when transcription inhibitors, such as Actinomycin D (Act D), or translation inhibitors, such as cycloheximide (CHX), are added, because these agents block resistance but have little effect on the protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism.

TNF can mediate apoptotic or necrotic death, depending on the cell lines used (Laster et al., 1988). Recently, signal transduction mediated through TNF receptors (TNF-R) has been elucidated as discussed in Chapter 1 (Figure 1). However, understanding the downstream signaling events remain unresolved due to the complexity of the signaling pathways and variations from one cell type to another. Several caspases have been implicated in TNF-mediated apoptosis including both the initiator caspases (caspase-2, -8, and -9) and the effector caspases (caspase-3, and -7) (Duan et al., 1996;
Activation of caspase-8 indicates activation of a death receptor-mediated signaling pathway leading to a caspase cascade culminating in activation of caspase-3 and apoptotic death in the target cells. Activation of caspase-9 indicates activation of the mitochondrial signaling pathway. In the mitochondrial signaling pathway, cytochrome c is released from mitochondrial membranes into the cytoplasm, followed by the binding of cytochrome c to Apaf-1. Then a complex of cytochrome c/Apaf-1/caspase-9 is formed, initiating the caspase cascade leading to activation of caspase-3 and apoptotic death of the target cells (see Figure 1). Hence, we investigated which caspase pathways are activated during TNF-mediated cytotoxicity of the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. Since these cell lines represent different stages of tumor progression (Figure 2), the data might give insight into the effects of malignant transformation on a cells’ sensitivities to host protective mechanisms, such as TNF.

TNF cytotoxicity is typically measured in an 18-hour chromium-release assay. B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, along with the prototypic TNF target cell line L929, were used in these studies. When treated with TNF alone, the TNF-sensitive cell line L929 showed 52% killing at 1 unit of TNF and reached 61% killing at 100 units of TNF (Figure 3). This is a typical trend seen in L929 cell line, and is expected because 1 unit of TNF is, by definition, supposed to cause 50% killing in L929 cells.

The B/C-N cell line, which represents a “normal” (N) cell line in our tumor progression model (Figure 2), is TNF resistant. When treated with TNF alone, only
Figure 3 10ME and L929 cell lines are sensitive to TNF-mediated cytolysis while B/C-N and L88.3 are not. Addition of CHX can render B/C-N and L88.3 to become TNF sensitive. B/C-N represents a “normal” (N) cell line, 10ME represents an “intermediate” (I) cell line, and L88.3 represents a “cancer” (C) cell line in our tumor progression model. L929 is a prototype TNF-sensitive cell line used as a positive control. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by 18-hour chromium release assay. CHX was added 2 hours after mixing TNF and targets (method described in Chapter 2 Material and Methods).
11% of the cells were killed even at 100 units of TNF (Figure 3). However, addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX two hours into the 18 hour TNF assay (TNF + CHX), only required 0.01 unit of TNF to reach 13% of killing. Also the TNF + CHX dose-response curve for B/C-N was very similar to the curve for the TNF-sensitive cell line L929 treated with TNF alone (Figure 3). One unit of TNF + CHX showed 51% killing of B/C-N. TNF-mediated cytolysis went up to 58% at 10 units of TNF and decreased to 56% at 100 units of TNF. Hence, B/C-N is normally TNF resistant, but TNF + CHX treatment rendered B/C-N TNF sensitive. Thus, these results indicated that TNF treatment activated protein-synthesis-dependent TNF resistance pathway in B/C-N. Blocking that pathway with CHX rendered the cells sensitive to TNF-mediated lysis.

The 10ME cell line, which represents an "intermediate" (I) cell on the pathway to cancer, is TNF sensitive. Its sensitivity to TNF is very similar to that of L929 (Figure 3). For 10ME, TNF-mediated cytotoxicity reached 51% at 1 unit of TNF, and peaked at 10 units of TNF with 58% of cell death. Then killing decreased to 56% at 100 units of TNF. Addition of 10 µg/ml CHX increased killing of 10ME, but not as much as for B/C-N. 10ME required 10 units of TNF to reach 58% killing by TNF. However, in TNF + CHX, 10ME required only 0.1 unit of TNF to reach 55% killing. TNF-mediated cytolysis reached 64% at 10 units of TNF in the presence of CHX and decreased to 63% in 100 units of TNF. Therefore, 10ME is another TNF-sensitive cell line, like L929, and addition of CHX to the TNF assay showed intermediate increase in TNF-mediated killing. These results indicated that TNF treatment activated protein-synthesis-
independent lytic pathway, as well as some level of a protein-synthesis-dependent TNF-resistant pathway in 10ME.

The L88.3 cell line, which represents the cancer (C) phenotype in our model (Figure 2), is TNF resistant, but not as resistant as B/C-N. Twenty one percent of L88.3 cells were killed at 100 units of TNF (Figure 3). However, for TNF + CHX, it only required 0.01 unit of TNF to reach 26% killing. L88.3 treated with TNF + CHX also showed similar killing as L929 treated with TNF alone. In the presence of CHX, TNF-mediated cytolysis reached 48% at 0.1 unit of TNF, then killing went up to 64% for 10 units and 100 units of TNF. Thus, similar to B/C-N, L88.3 is TNF resistant, but became TNF sensitive with TNF + CHX treatment. These results indicated that TNF treatment of L88.3 activated a protein-synthesis-dependent resistant pathway, and a protein-synthesis-independent lytic pathway; although there is some lysis of L88.3 by TNF, the resistance pathway protects most of the cells.

As mentioned earlier, the TNF-sensitive cell line L929 showed 52% killing at 1 unit of TNF and reached 61% killing at 100 units of TNF (Figure 3). Addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX showed least increase in killing compared to B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines. L929 required 10 units of TNF to reach 57% killing in TNF, but, in TNF + CHX, L929 required 1 unit of TNF to reach 58% killing. Thus, L929 is a TNF-sensitive cell line, and of the four cell lines examined here, it showed the least increase in killing by the addition of the protein synthesis inhibitor CHX. Hence, TNF treatment activated a protein-synthesis-independent lytic pathway in L929, but failed to activate a high level of a protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism.
3.1 *Caspase activities peaked around 10 to 12 hours of TNF treatment.*

In order to determine whether caspases were activated during TNF-mediated cytotoxicity of our cell lines, a chromogenic caspase enzyme activity assay was utilized. Activation of two initiator caspases, caspase-8 and caspase-9, and one effector caspase, caspase-3, were detected by mixing cell lysates with caspase specific chromogenic substrates. The ratio of the caspase activity of treated over the caspase activity of untreated cells, expressed as a fold increase, was used to determine treatment effect. A fold increase of 1.0 means the caspase activity of TNF-treated cells and the caspase activity of untreated cells was the same.

For the TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N, a 5-hour treatment with 100 units of TNF/dish did not cause activation of caspase-8, -9, or -3 (Table 1). There were no increase for any of the three caspases, since the level of activities for caspase-8, caspase-9 and caspase-3, were about the baseline level (1.0-fold increase). These results suggested that the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism was already activated after 5 hours of TNF treatment. This is consistent with the CHX data showing that addition of CHX to the TNF assays after 2 hours of TNF treatment causes diminished CHX effects, indicating that that a 2-hour treatment is sufficient to begin activation of the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism.

At 7 hours of TNF treatment of B/C-N, caspases-8 and -9 activity levels were still at baseline, but caspase-3 activity showed a slight increase. Caspase-3 showed 1.6-fold increase (Table 1). By 12 hours of TNF treatment, all three caspases showed some increase in activities compared to 5 hours and 7 hours of TNF treatment. Both initiator
Table 1

Caspase activities observed with TNF treatment at 5, 7, 10 and 12 hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target cells</th>
<th>Length of TNF treatment</th>
<th>Fold increase</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Caspase-8</td>
<td>Caspase-9</td>
<td>Caspase-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/C-N (N line)</td>
<td>5 hr</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 hr</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 hr</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10ME (I line)</td>
<td>5 hr</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 hr</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 hr</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L88.3 (C line)</td>
<td>5 hr</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 hr</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 hr</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L929</td>
<td>5 hr</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 hr</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 hr</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
caspases showed similar levels of activation at 12 hours of TNF treatment: caspase-8 showed a 1.5-fold increase and caspase-9 showed 1.5-fold increase over the caspase activity of the untreated cells (Table 1). For the effector caspase, caspase-3, activity showed 3.3-fold increase (Table 1). These increases in three caspase activities were still lower than the caspase activities detected in TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929 after similar treatments (Table 1). Since the cells B/CN is not lysed, these levels of caspase activities are not sufficient to kill the cells. Caspase activities for all three caspases decreased after 12 hours of TNF treatment (data not shown). These data suggested that TNF-mediated cytolysis activated both TNF receptor signaling pathway (caspase-8-mediated) and the mitochondrial signaling pathway (caspase-9-mediated) leading to apoptotic death in B/C-N. Caspase activities did not increase significantly until 12 hours of TNF treatment in B/C-N, and decreased after 12 hours of TNF treatment. These data also showed that TNF-resistant characteristic of B/C-N resulted in low levels of TNF-induced caspase activity.

In the TNF-sensitive cell line 10ME, increase in caspase-3 activity could be detected within 5 hours of TNF treatment. Fold increases for both caspase-8 and caspase-9 were still close to the baseline. Caspase-3 was up 2.5-fold (Table 1). After 7 hours of TNF treatment, activity of all three caspases had increased compared to the untreated and the 5-hour TNF treatment. By 12 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-8 increased 1.5-fold, and caspase-9 increased 1.9-fold and caspase-3 increased 4.3-fold (Table 1). The 10ME cell line showed decrease in all three caspases activities after 12 hours of TNF treatment (data not shown).
Another TNF-sensitive cell line, L929, showed a similar pattern of time-dependent increase in TNF-induced caspase activities. For L929, 5 hours of TNF treatment showed baseline level of caspase activities in caspase-8 and caspase-9 (1.3-fold increase for both caspase-8 and caspase-9). Caspase-3 showed slight increase compared to the untreated control at 1.6-fold increase. For L929, TNF treatment for 7 hours caused some increase in caspase-3 activity, but caspase-8 and -9 levels remained similar to the untreated control or 5 hours of TNF treatment. At 12 hours of TNF treatment, all three caspases showed significant increase. Caspase-8 showed a 2.2-fold increase. Caspase-9 showed a 2.8-fold increase. And caspase-3 showed a 7.1-fold increase. All three caspase activities decreased after 12 hours of TNF treatment (data not shown).

Between the two TNF-sensitive cell lines, L929 showed higher caspases activation compared to 10ME at 12 hours of TNF treatment. This trend may reflect the higher TNF-mediated killing of L929 compared to 10ME seen in the 18-hour chromium-release assay (Figure 3). For both of the TNF-sensitive cell lines, 10ME and L929, caspase activities for all three enzymes peaked at 12 hours of TNF treatment. 10ME showed a rise in caspases activities steadily from 5 hours to 12 hours of TNF treatment. However, in L929, rise in caspases activities was delayed compared to 10ME. It showed a large increase between 7 hours to 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1). These increases in both caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities suggested that TNF-mediated cytolysis in 10ME and L929 also involves both the TNF receptor signaling pathway as well as the mitochondrial signaling pathway leading to apoptotic death.
In another TNF-resistant cell line, L88.3, treatment with TNF for 5 hours showed low caspase activities (Table 1) compared to TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929. Both caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities were close to the baseline level. Caspase-3 showed 1.7-fold increase. At 7 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities were similar to the activity levels at 5 hours of TNF treatment. Caspase-3 showed 2.1-fold increase at 7 hours (Table 1). At 10 hours of TNF treatment, all three caspases showed increase compared to the untreated control. Caspase-8 showed 1.7-fold increase. Caspase-9 showed 1.7-fold increase. And caspase-3 showed 3-fold increase. All three caspases activities decreased after 10 hours of TNF treatment (data not shown). L88.3 showed a similar caspases activity pattern as another TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N. These data also indicated that in L88.3, TNF-mediated cytolysis activated both TNF receptor signaling pathway as well as the mitochondrial signaling pathway.

These data clearly indicated that caspases-8, -9, and -3 activities are involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929. These caspase activities peaked at 12 hours for cell line B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, but peaked at 10 hours for cell line L88.3 (Table 1). The level of caspase activation reflected these cell lines’ susceptibility to TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figure 3). B/C-N, the cell line most resistant to TNF-mediated cytolysis, showed the least activities of the three caspases (caspase-8, -9, and -3) when compared to other cell lines. All three caspases activities in B/C-N were lower due to activation of its protein-synthesis-dependent TNF resistance mechanism by 5 hours of TNF treatment.
In L88.3, another TNF-resistant cell line, all three caspases activities were detected. Their activity levels were between that of B/C-N and TNF-sensitive cell lines of 10ME and L929. This is consistent with the idea that the level of cell lysis is directly related to the level of caspase activity since L88.3 showed intermediate levels of caspase activities (more than B/CN and less than 10ME and L929) and is of intermediate sensitivity to TNF-mediated lysis (Figure 3).

Activation of the two initiator caspases (caspase-8 and -9) seemed to increase simultaneously in all four cell lines used. Both caspases are known to activate caspase-3 and our data are consistent with that. These data also indicate that both the TNF-receptor signaling pathway and the mitochondrial-signaling pathway are activated in all four cell lines used.

3.2 Increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to addition of CHX correlates with increase in caspase activities.

As shown in Figure 3, TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3 become TNF-sensitive with the addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX two hours into the 18-hour TNF cytotoxicity assay (i.e., a chromium-release assay). If caspase activity was central to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity, we thought this reversal in TNF resistance due to the addition of CHX might correlate to increase in caspases activities. Therefore, chromium-release assays and caspase activity assays were conducted at 5 and 7 hours after TNF treatment to see whether there is a correlation between the increased killing by TNF in the presence of a protein synthesis inhibitor and an increase in caspase activities.
3.2.1 B/C-N

For B/C-N, we found there was a correlation between the increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis and an increase in caspase activities caused by the addition of CHX (Figure 4). This phenomenon has been shown in other TNF-resistant cell lines which become TNF-sensitive with addition of a transcription inhibitor or a translation inhibitor (Binder et al., 1999; Khwaja and Tatton, 1999). In 5-hour chromium-release assays, addition of 10 μg/ml of CHX caused a slight increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis compared to TNF alone (Figure 4). Addition of CHX two hours into the 5-hour assay revealed a small increase in the activity of caspase-8 and caspase-9. However, the addition of CHX to the assay resulted in a 2-fold increase in caspase-3 compared to TNF alone; at 5 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-3 activity increased 1.5-fold, whereas 5 hours of TNF treatment plus CHX caused a 3.4-fold increase. This 3.4-fold increase in caspase-3 activity at 5 hours of TNF plus CHX is equivalent to the peak of caspase-3 activity seen with 12 hours of TNF treatment (3.3-fold increase). Thus, addition of CHX to TNF treatment seems to speed up the time course for TNF-mediated cytolysis as well as caspase activities in a TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N. This may explain the large increase in caspase-3 activity for 5 hours of TNF treatment plus CHX without corresponding large increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities. Khwaja and Tatton (1999) showed that in TNF-resistant cell lines U937 and NIH 3T3, addition of CHX to TNF treatment caused a large increase in caspase-8 activity two hours into the treatment, while treatment with TNF alone barely showed increase in caspase-8 activity up to 6 hours of TNF treatment. Thus, a large
Figure 4 For B/C-N, addition of CHX increased TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspases activities. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by 5- and 7-hour chromium-release assays with or without addition of 10 µg/ml CHX two hours after targets and TNF were mixed. For caspase activities, targets were incubated with 100 units TNF for 5 or 7 hours with or without addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX two hours after TNF was added. Caspase activity was measured using kits from R &D System (see Chapter 2 for details).
increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities probably occurred earlier than 5 hours of TNF treatment plus CHX.

As at 5 hours, in the 7-hour chromium-release assay TNF did not mediate cytolysis of B/C-N. However, TNF plus CHX for 7 hours showed the most TNF-mediated cytolysis, up to 20% at 100 units TNF (Figure 4). As for the 7-hour caspase activity assays, B/C-N treated for 7 hours with TNF showed a similar level of caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities that differed little from the baseline levels. In the absence of CHX, caspase-3 levels, after 7 hours of TNF treatment, were similar to the levels at 5 hours (Figure 4). These low levels of caspase activity correlated well with the low cytotoxicity measured in the chromium-release assays. Cells treated for 7 hours with TNF plus CHX showed a large increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities compared to similarly treated cells without CHX or cells treated for 5 hours with both TNF and CHX. Caspase-8 increased to 2.6-fold in the presence of TNF and CHX. Caspase-9 increased to 2.45-fold when CHX was added. These large increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activity levels in B/C-N treated with TNF plus CHX were closer to the caspase-8 and caspase-9 activity levels seen in the TNF-sensitive cell line L929 treated for 12 hours with TNF (Table 1). For B/C-N in the 7-hour assay, caspase-3 increased 1.6-fold for TNF alone, and 3.1-fold for TNF 7 hours plus CHX. Although at 7-hour treatment with TNF plus CHX manifests an increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities as compared to the 5-hour treatment, caspase-3 activity decreased slightly from 5 to 7 hours. This decrease could be due to the increased caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities running out of substrate (due to suppression of de novo protein synthesis by CHX), along
with a rapid turnover of active caspase-3. It is also possible that there is an increase in caspase-3 activity at a later time point due to increased caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities at 7 hours of treatment with TNF plus CHX.

3.2.2 10ME

In the TNF-sensitive cell line 10ME, addition of CHX to the 18-hour cytotoxicity assay showed a moderate increase in cytolysis above the already high toxicity of TNF alone (Figure 3). Addition of CHX at T = 2 hours into the 5-hour chromium-release assay showed some increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis (13% killing at 100 units TNF) compared to TNF treatment without CHX (3% killing at 100 units TNF) (Figure 5). For the 5 hour-caspase assay, addition of 10 μg/ml of CHX two hours into the 5-hour TNF assay showed a increase in caspase-3 activity, however, caspases-8 and -9 activities remained at the baseline levels (Figure 5). Caspase-3 increased significantly with addition of CHX (1.4-fold above baseline in TNF alone to 2.6-fold for TNF plus CHX). However, the increase in caspase-3 activity seen in 10ME was much lower than that seen in B/C-N (Figure 4). These differences seen between B/C-N and 10ME might help explain the protein-synthesis-dependent TNF resistance mechanism observed in B/C-N; it is conceivable that caspase activities are not fully activated in B/C-N because of the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism. However, in the presence of protein synthesis inhibitors, there is full activation of all the caspases and this results in maximum cell death. In other words, B/C-N fully expresses its protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism only in the presence of protein synthesis inhibitors.
Figure 5 For 10ME, addition of CHX increased TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspases activities. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by 5- and 7-hour chromium-release assays with or without addition of 10 µg/ml CHX two hours after targets and TNF were mixed. For caspase activities, targets were incubated with 100 units TNF for 5 or 7 hours with or without addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX two hours after TNF was added. Caspase activity was measured using kits from R &D System (see Chapter 2 for details).
As with B/C-N, CHX can cause a dramatic change in the level of TNF-mediated killing of 10ME. This is best observed after 7 hours of exposure to TNF where TNF alone cause almost no killing but the addition of CHX to the TNF resulted in 29% cytotoxicity (Figure 5). As for caspase activities, 7 hours after the TNF treatment, the data reveal an increase in all three caspases compared to TNF treatment for 5 hours (Figure 5). Although caspase-8 remained at baseline levels after 5 hours in TNF, it increased 1.7-fold by 7 hours. Similarly, at 7 hours caspase-9 activity increased 1.6-fold above baseline and 5 hour levels. At 7 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-3 level increased to 3.2-fold above that of untreated cells whereas it had only increased 1.4-fold at 5 hours. These increases in caspase activities are early indicators that 10ME will be lysed in the course of the 18 hours assay period.

Seven hours of TNF plus CHX showed an even more dramatic increase in caspase-8 and -9 activities. In the presence of CHX, TNF-induced caspase-8 activity rose to 2.2-fold above baseline. Caspase-9 activity increased 2.0-fold. These increases in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities after 7 hour of TNF plus CHX treatment were higher than the activity levels observed for 10ME after 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1). In contrast to the increases in caspase-8 and caspase-9 that resulted from TNF and CHX treatment, caspase-3 activity remained about the same at 5 and 7 hours of treatment. Although the caspase-3 activity was high 7 hours after TNF treatment began, addition of CHX caused a decrease in caspase-3 activity from 3.2-fold above background in the presence of TNF to 2.5-fold above background in the presence of TNF plus CHX. The
level of caspase-3 activity after 7 hours in TNF and CHX remained essentially unchanged from cells with the same treatment over only 5 hours.

Perhaps the lower caspase-3 activity seen in the 7-hour treatment with TNF plus CHX versus TNF alone is the result of the early (i.e., 5 hour) activation of caspase-3 and the exhausting of the procaspase-3 pool due to suppression of \textit{de novo} protein synthesis by CHX. The opposite is also possible; the rise in caspase-8 and caspase-9 at 7 hours TNF plus CHX may indicate that a rise in caspase-3 activity would be seen at later time points.

3.2.2 \textit{L88.3}

Although normally TNF-resistant, L88.3, like B/C-N, became TNF-sensitive when the protein synthesis inhibitor CHX was added 2 hours into an 18-hours chromium-release assay for cytotoxicity (Figure 3). Likewise, L88.3 also increased caspase activation in the presence of CHX (Figure 6). Thus, although no lysis of L88.3 was detectable after 5 hours of TNF treatment, similar treatment in the presence of CHX resulted in some degree of killing (14%). Caspase-8, and caspase-9 activities were slightly increased by the addition of CHX to the 5-hour TNF assays (Figure 6). Caspase-3 activity increased to 3.0-fold with addition of CHX to the 5-hour TNF assays. After 7 hours of TNF treatment, L88.3 was still not measurably lysed. However the addition of CHX to the assay caused a marked increase in killing such that at 100 units TNF, the level of killing was 40% (Figure 6). The low level of L88.3 killing by TNF (in the absence of CHX) was paralleled by the low levels of caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities.
Figure 6 For L88.3, addition of CHX increased TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspases activities. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by 5- and 7-hour chromium-release assays with or without addition of 10 µg/ml CHX two hours after targets and TNF were mixed. For caspase activities, targets were incubated with 100 units TNF for 5 or 7 hours with or without addition of 10 µg/ml of CHX two hours after TNF was added. Caspase activity was measured using kits from R &D System (see Chapter 2 for details).
(Figure 6). Caspase-3 activity was significantly higher (more than 2-fold above untreated cells) but there was little difference between the amount of caspase-3 activity at 5 and 7 hours. However, in the presence of CHX there was a significant increase in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities between 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment. Also, in the presence of TNF and CHX, there was a significant increase in caspase-3 activity at both 5 and 7 hours. Again, it is not clear why the rapid rise in caspase-8 and caspase-9 was not paralleled by a comparable rise in caspase-3. As suggested before, it could be that in the presence of CHX, the procaspase-3 pool is exhausted and cannot be renewed or its is possible that the level of caspase-3 will rise at later times.

3.2.4 L929

Similar to the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME and L88.3, TNF-mediated lysis of L929 was very low after 5 hours of TNF treatment. However, it rose sharply after that and was relatively high at 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 7) and at 18 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 3). Moreover, the effects of CHX on the TNF-mediated lysis were not as dramatic as with the other cells. However, L929 showed similar trends to the other cell lines with regard to the effects of CHX on TNF-induced caspase activation. At 5 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-8 and caspase-9 activity remained at background levels. Caspase-3 activity was up slightly to 1.4-fold over the baseline (Figure 7). At 7 hours of TNF treatment, all three caspase activities remained essentially the same as the activity levels of 5 hours of TNF treatment. Yet, TNF-mediated cytolysis showed increase at 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 7).
Figure 7 L929 shows a time-dependent increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis. Addition of CHX increased TNF-mediated cytolysis and caspase activities. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by 5- and 7-hour chromium-release assays with or without addition of 10 μg/ml CHX two hours after targets and TNF were mixed. For caspase activities, targets were incubated with 100 units TNF for 5 or 7 hours with or without addition of 10 μg/ml of CHX two hours after TNF was added. Caspase activity was measured using kits from R &D System (see Chapter 2 for details).
These results suggest that increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis of L929 might not depend on caspase-8 and caspase-9 and the small increase in caspase-3 is inconsistent with the results from other cell lines. Thus, cytolysis at 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment may not be solely due to increased caspase activities. As shown in Table 1, caspase-8, caspase-9, and caspase-3 activities did not show dramatic increase until 12 hours of TNF treatment in L292. These data suggest that for L929 caspase-mediated TNF cytolysis occurs later in the time course of TNF-mediated killing compared to B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. Some researchers have shown that TNF-mediated cytotoxicity in L929 correlates with activation of phospholipases and release of arachidonic acid (Brekke et al., 1992 and Brekke et al., 1994). Goossens et al. (1995) showed that TNF could generate reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) leading to necrotic death in L929. Thus, killing of L929 might be more dependent on these cytotoxic pathways in the early time point of TNF-mediated cytolysis.

The addition of CHX to the 5-hour TNF assay had little effect on caspase-8 and caspase-9 activity but manifested a rise in caspase-3 activity. Seven hours of TNF treatment plus CHX increased killing to 39% at 100 units TNF. This increase was paralleled by a large increase in caspase-9 and caspase-3 activities. This high level of killing resulted in too few cells to run assays for all three caspases so the caspase-8 assay was not done at this time point. Caspase-9 activity was chosen to represent the initiator caspases since in earlier assays increases in caspase-9 seemed to correlate best with high caspase-3 levels. At 7 hours of TNF treatment, caspase-9 activity increased from 1.1-fold above background in the absence of CHX to 2.1-fold above background in the presence
of CHX. Similarly, caspase-3 activity increased from 1.5-fold above background in the absence of TNF to 4.4-fold in the presence of CHX. Although these are quite high levels of the caspases, they remain less than the levels observed in L929 at 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1).

3.2.5 Discussion: increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to addition of CHX correlates with increase in caspase activities.

Despite the different sensitivities of B/C-N, 10ME and L88.3 to TNF lysis after 18 hours of treatment, these data showed that TNF-mediated lysis of the cell lines was very low during the first 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figures 4 – 6). All three cell lines are resistant to killing by TNF in this short assay period. Addition of CHX caused a substantial increase in TNF-mediated killing only after 7 hours of TNF treatment. However, in L929 cell line, there was a large rise in cell lysis between 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 7).

As for the caspase activities, TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3 showed modest increase in caspase-3 activities between the 5 and 7 hour assays, but caspase-8 and -9 activities remained close to the baseline (Figures 4 and 6). However, for B/C-N and L88.3, TNF treatment plus CHX caused a large increase in all three caspase activities at 7 hours of TNF treatment. The level of increase in three caspase activities seen at 7 hours of TNF treatment in the presence of CHX were either equivalent or above the peak caspase activities seen at 10 or 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1, Figures 4 and 6).

These data suggest that TNF-induced protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism
could interfere with caspase activities in B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines. These data also suggest that increase in caspase-3 activity alone was not sufficient to cause a large increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis. All three caspase activities have to increase to a threshold (at least 1.5-fold to 2-fold above background) in order for a substantial increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis to occur.

In the TNF-sensitive cell line 10ME, caspase-3 showed a larger increase in activity from 5 to 7 hours of TNF treatment, however caspase-8 and -9 activities showed only modest increase (Figure 5). These increase in caspase activities at 7 hours of TNF treatment compared to B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines probably reflects the TNF sensitivity of 10ME cell line, and is likely a predictor of the increased killing seen at later time points. In L929 cell line, which is also a TNF-sensitive cell line, activity levels of three caspases did not show an increase from 5 to 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 7). In fact, their activity levels remained close to the baseline. Caspase activity data at 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment for L929 suggests that increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis observed during these time points were not mediated by caspases. As suggested earlier, it may involve activation of PLA₂ or generation of oxygen radicals.

Addition of CHX also increased caspases activities in 10ME and L929, just like in B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines. Both cell lines showed large increase in caspase-3 activities only at 5 hours of TNF treatment in the presence of CHX, but showed large increase in all three caspases at 7 hours of TNF treatment in the presence of CHX (Figures 5 and 7). However, unlike B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines, the level of increase in caspase-3 activity never reached the level of peak caspase activities seen at 12 hours of TNF treatment in
10ME and L929. These results also suggest that all three caspase activities have to reach a threshold level before a substantial increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis could occur. Based on our results, all three caspases have to reach at least 1.5-fold above, preferably 2-fold above the baseline in order for a substantial increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis to occur.

3.3 Preincubation with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk suppressed caspases activities in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3 and L929; however, z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, but not in L88.3.

Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk and caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor Ac-DEVD-CHO have been shown to inhibit apoptosis in many cells. Z-VAD-fmk is a broad-specificity irreversible caspase inhibitor which can inhibit caspase-1 through caspase-9, but inhibits caspase-1 the best followed by caspase-8, caspase-9, caspase-5, caspase-7, caspase-3, caspase-6, caspase-4, and caspase-2 (Garcia-Calvo et al., 1998). Z-VAD-fmk has been shown to inhibit apoptosis by blocking the activation of procaspase-3 into its active form (Slee et al., 1996), and to inhibit chromatin condensation and DNA fragmentation in primary cultures of rat hepatocytes (Cain et al., 1996). Ac-DEVD-CHO has also been shown to inhibit the cleavage of poly(ADP ribose) polymerase (PARP) leading to DNA fragmentation (Nicholson et al., 1995), and inhibit TNF-induced activation of cPLA₂ and apoptosis (Wissing, et al., 1997). However, Ac-DEVD-CHO has poor cell permeability. Z-DEVD-fmk has the same inhibitory characteristic as ac-DEVD-CHO, except it contains fluoromethyl ketone (fmk) instead of aldehyde amino
acid sequences. This fmk sequences enhance cell permeability as well as making the peptide inhibitor an irreversible inhibitor (Nicholson and Thornberry., 1997).

Since caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities were detected in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 cells lines, we wanted to see if one hour preincubation of target cells with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk or caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk could inhibit TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines.

Preincubation with 20 μM z-VAD-fmk, the pan caspase inhibitor, for 1 hour before addition of TNF caused increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, and 10ME, but not in L88.3 as measured by 18-hour chromium-release assay (Figures 8 – 10). An increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis by preincubation with z-VAD-fmk in L929 had been shown before (Vercammen et al., 1998). Vercammen et al. (1998) showed that preincubation with z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk rendered L929 more sensitive to TNF-mediated cytolysis. Hence, it was not surprising to see the same trend in this experiment for L929 cell line (Figure 10).

In B/C-N, addition of CHX 2 hours into an 18 hour cytotoxicity assay resulted in maximum killing (73% at 100 units TNF), again demonstrating that a protein-synthesis-dependent mechanism was key in protecting B/C-N from TNF-mediated lysis (Figure 8). The pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk also caused a significant increase in lysis (49% at 100 units TNF). This indicates that there are components of the lytic mechanism that are not caspase-dependent (e.g., mediated by phospholipases or ROI). This is also consistent with the idea that one component of the resistance mechanism includes de novo synthesis of a caspase that can be blocked by either a protein synthesis inhibitor or a caspase
Figure 8 Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, but not caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk, increased TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N. Eighteen-hour chromium-release assay was used to measure TNF-mediated cytolysis. Targets were either preincubated with or without 20 μM of z-VAD-fmk or 20 μM z-DEVD-fmk before addition of TNF. The translation inhibitor CHX was added 2 hours after targets and TNF were mixed (see Chapter 2 for details).
inhibitor. Since CHX was more effective at increasing the TNF mediated lysis of B/C-N than z-VAD-fmk, it appears that there are also components of the resistance mechanism that are not caspases-dependent.

The caspase-3, caspase-7, and caspase-8 inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, had little effect on the killing of B/C-N at any dose of TNF (Figure 8). Even at 100 units TNF, z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF showed only 20% killing when TNF alone showed 17% killing. This suggests that caspase-3, caspase-7, and caspase-8 are not involved in the lytic process or that B/C-N’s protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism blocks their activities. The data from the previous section (Figure 4 – 7) showing a correlation between TNF-induced expression of caspases-8, -9, and -3 and the level of cell killing indicate their involvement in the lytic process. The rather low expression of all three caspases in B/C-N treated with TNF (Figure 4) is consistent with the idea that B/C-N is resistant to killing because of the low expression of these enzymes. Thus, it is not too surprising that a caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor (i.e., z-DEVD-fmk) has little effect on killing. This further suggests that the pan-caspase inhibitor, z-VAD-fmk, that increases killing (Figure 8), functions by blocking enzymes other than caspase-3, caspase-7, and caspase-8. Since inhibition of protein synthesis has a greater effect on the susceptibility of B/C-N to TNF than does the pan-caspase inhibitor, we suggest that B/C-N express two TNF resistance mechanisms; one mechanism that is caspase-dependent and one that is protein-synthesis-dependent but caspase-independent.

The effects of the pan-caspase inhibitor, z-VAD-fmk, were more dramatic on 10ME than on B/C-N. At 100 unit of TNF, preincubation with z-VAD-fmk plus TNF
showed 72% killing while TNF plus CHX showed 65% killing; TNF alone showed 47% killing at 100 units of TNF and pretreatment with z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF showed 40% killing (Figure 9). For B/C-N, z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis, but not to the level of TNF plus CHX. This suggests that there are caspase-dependent and caspase-independent resistance mechanisms for B/C-N. However, for 10ME, the pan-caspase inhibitor increased lysis to the level seen with CHX. This suggests that there is no caspase-independent resistance mechanism and that protein synthesis is required for expression of the caspase-dependent resistance. Since 10ME was derived from B/C-N, one can speculate that the mutation in the TNF-resistant B/C-N that created TNF-sensitive 10ME caused a loss in the caspase independent resistance mechanism, thus rendering 10ME TNF-sensitive.

The caspase-3, caspase-7 and caspase-8 inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, also had no effect on the TNF-mediated killing in 10ME, as it was seen in B/C-N (Figure 9). This suggests that these enzymes are involved in neither the lytic process nor the resistance mechanism. However, assays for caspase-3 activity (Figure 5) showed a corresponding increase in caspase activities and cell death, indicating caspases are involved in TNF-mediated cell death. Thus, the role of caspase-3 in the killing of 10ME remains unclear.

The effects of caspase inhibitors on the TNF-mediated lysis of L88.3 are unique. Both the pan-caspase inhibitor and the caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor lessened the toxic effects of TNF whereas the protein synthesis inhibitor, CHX increased TNF-mediated lysis. When L88.3 was preincubated for one hour with z-VAD-fmk plus TNF, it showed 16% killing at 100 unit of TNF while TNF alone showed 40% killing (Figure 10). But
Figure 9  Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis to the level of TNF plus CHX in 10ME, but caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk showed no effect on TNF-mediated cytolysis. Eighteen-hour chromium-release assay was used to measure TNF-mediated cytolysis. Targets were either preincubated with or without 20 µM of z-VAD-fmk or 20 µM z-DEVD-fmk before addition of TNF. A translation inhibitor CHX was added 2 hours after targets and TNF were mixed (see Chapter 2 for details).
Figure 10 Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3. Eighteen-hour chromium-release assay was used to measure TNF-mediated cytolysis. Targets were either preincubated with or without 20 μM of z-VAD-fmk or 20 μM z-DEVD-fmk before addition of TNF. A translation inhibitor CHX was added 2 hours after targets and TNF were mixed (see Chapter 2 for details).
TNF plus CHX increased killing to 57%. When L88.3 was preincubated with z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF, it showed 27% killing at 100 units TNF (Figure 10). These data suggest that the TNF resistance expressed by L88.3 is protein-synthesis-dependent but does not involve caspase activity. Thus, when L88.3 was derived from 10ME, it became resistant to TNF by turning off the protein-synthesis-dependent caspase-mediated resistance mechanism and turning on a protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism that does not require caspase activity.

The cell line L929 is quite sensitive to the effects of TNF. Thus, at concentrations of 10 units or more per well, maximum lysis was observed (Figure 11). However, at subsaturating doses of TNF the effects of the various drugs could be observed. For TNF plus CHX, highest killing was observed at 1 unit of TNF (79% killing). Similarly, for z-VAD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF, highest killing was observed also at 1 unit of TNF (80% killing) (Figure 11). For z-DEVD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF, highest killing was observed at 10 units TNF (66% killing) (Figure 11). At the lower doses of TNF, L929 behaves much like the other TNF-sensitive cell line, 10ME. That is, the protein synthesis inhibitor, CHX, and the pan-caspase inhibitor, z-VAD-fmk, significantly and equally enhanced the killing of L929. As mentioned earlier, in the L929 cell line, increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis by preincubation with z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk were shown before (Vercammen et al., 1998). Hence, it was not surprising to see the similar trend in this experiment (Figure 11).
Figure 11 Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis to the level of TNF plus CHX in L929, but caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk showed some inhibitory effect on TNF-mediated cytolysis. Eighteen-hour chromium-release assay was used to measure TNF-mediated cytolysis. Targets were either preincubated with or without 20 μM of z-VAD-fmk or 20 μM z-DEVD-fmk before addition of TNF. A translation inhibitor CHX was added 2 hours after targets and TNF were mixed (see Chapter 2 for detail).
The caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, had some inhibitory activity on the cytotoxicity assay. Thus, it appears that L929 expresses a low level of a TNF resistance that can be overcome with high dose of TNF. This resistance mechanism appears to be both caspase-dependent and protein-synthesis-dependent. The simplest model is to view these two observations as a manifestation of one phenomenon. That is, the resistance is dependent on caspase activity and that activity is protein-synthesis-dependent.

In order to determine whether the increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis seen with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk preincubation was due to caspase inactivation or due to some other mechanism, caspase activity assays and chromium-release assays at 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment were investigated. For caspase activity assays, targets were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk for one hour before TNF were added to the target cells.

As seen in Figure 12, preincubation with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk plus TNF or caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF did show lower caspase activities, especially for caspase-3 activity, when compared to TNF alone. This was true in both the 5 and 7 hours caspase activity assays in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. Among B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, levels of caspase-8, caspase-9, and caspase-3 activities remained very similar between z-VAD-fmk pretreated plus TNF or z-DEVD-fmk pretreated plus TNF at both 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment, while targets treated with TNF alone for 5 to 7 hours showed time-dependent increase in these caspase activities. Reduction in caspase activities due to caspase inhibitors was not absolute since
Figure 12 Caspase inhibitors z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk suppressed caspase activities compared to TNF treatment in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929. Target cells were pretreated with 20 μM of z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk for one hour before addition of 100 units of TNF. Activities were measured by the caspase enzyme activity assay kit (see Chapter 2 for details.)
caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities were either slightly below or above 1.0-fold increase when compared to the untreated control. For L929, 5 hours TNF treatment with z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk showed similar results to those of B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. For 7 hours of TNF treatment, there was some increase in caspase-3 activity for z-VAD-fmk plus TNF and z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF, when compared to 5 hours time points (Figure 12). However, for L929, these values were still lower compared to 7 hours of TNF treatment alone. Hence, these data validated that preincubation with z-VAD-fmk and z-DEVD-fmk were suppressing caspases activities compared to the TNF treatment alone.

Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk did lower caspases activity levels when compared to TNF. Yet, these reductions in caspases activities did not correlate with the 5 and 7 hours cytotoxicity assays (Figure 13 - 16). There were increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis for z-VAD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF in 5 and 7-hours chromium-release assays when compared to TNF alone. Increase in killing for z-VAD pretreatment plus TNF compared to TNF was more prominent in 7-hour chromium-release assays. As seen before, z-DEVD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF appeared to have no effect on TNF-mediated cytolysis.

In the TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N, a z-VAD-fmk-induced increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis was not noticeable until 7 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 13). At 7 hours of TNF treatment, B/C-N showed 17% killing for z-VAD-fmk plus 100 units TNF, but showed only 7% killing for TNF alone, and 2% killing for z-DEVD-fmk plus TNF (Figure 13). In another TNF-resistant cell line, L88.3, z-VAD-fmk effect is minimal on TNF-mediated cytolysis. Even at 7 hours of TNF treatment, preincubation
Figure 13 Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis, but not caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk in B/C-N. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 materials and methods). Targets were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk 20 μM or z-DEVD-fmk 20 μM for one our before TNF were added.
with z-VAD-fmk plus TNF only caused 11% killing at 100 units of TNF for L88.3 (Figure 14). TNF alone and z-DEVD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF showed 2% killing at 100 units of TNF. These results for L88.3 are in concordance with the 18-hour chromium-release assay (Figure 10) showing pretreatment with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk causes reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3.

In the TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929, z-DEVD-fmk had no effect on TNF-mediated cytolysis. However, the effects of z-VAD-fmk sensitization on TNF-mediated cytolysis were noticeable by 5 hours of TNF treatment (Figure 15 – 16). At 5 hours of TNF treatment, 10ME showed 15% killing with z-VAD-fmk pretreatment at 100 units TNF compared to 5% for TNF alone (Figure 15). By 7 hours of TNF treatment, preincubation with z-VAD-fmk plus TNF showed 34% killing in 10ME at 100 units TNF while TNF alone showed 11% killing (Figure 15). Sensitization to TNF-mediated cytolysis due to preincubation with z-VAD-fmk was more pronounced in L929. In L929, 5 hours of TNF treatment showed 35% killing for z-VAD-fmk pretreatment at 100 units TNF, while TNF alone caused only 7% killing (Figure 16). By 7 hours of TNF treatment, z-VAD-fmk pretreatment plus TNF caused 47% killing compared to 19% killing by TNF alone (Figure 16).

These data showed that in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 preincubation with both the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk or caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk, lowered caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities when compared to TNF alone (Figure 12). Despite the reduction in caspase activities seen for preincubation with both caspase
Figure 14 Preincubation with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk and caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk caused decrease in TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 materials and methods). Targets were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk 20 μM or z-DEVD-fmk 20 μM for one our before TNF were added.
Figure 15 Preincubation with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, but not with caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk, caused an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in 10ME. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 materials and methods). Targets were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk 20 µM or z-DEVD-fmk 20 µM for one hour before TNF were added.
Figure 16  Preincubation with pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, but not with caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk, caused increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in L929. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 materials and methods). Targets were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk 20 μM or z-DEVD-fmk 20 μM for one hour before TNF was added.
inhibitors, the chromium-release assays showed preincubation with z-VAD-fmk caused an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis for B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, but showed a reduction in killing in L88.3 (Figures 8 – 11, 13 – 16). Preincubation with z-DEVD-fmk showed only minimal or no significant changes in TNF-mediated cytolysis for B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, but showed reduction in killing in L88.3 (Figure 8 – 11, 13 – 16). The different effect caused by the two caspase inhibitors on TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 suggest that caspases that are strongly inhibited by z-VAD-fmk, such as capase-1, -5 and -9, may be involved in providing protection against TNF-mediated lysis. Failure of z-DEVD-fmk to block TNF-mediated killing may be due to a parallel activation of a caspase-independent lytic pathway in TNF-mediated cytolysis and/or an induced resistance mechanism that acts downstream of caspase-3 activation.

Caspase inhibitors data also suggest that caspase-8 was activated before caspase-9 in the four cell lines used in this study. Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk inhibits both caspase-8 and -9 relatively strongly; z-DEVD-fmk inhibits caspase-8, but not caspase-9 (Garcia-Calvo et al., 1998). Figure 12 showed that preincubation with z-DEVD-fmk inhibited caspase-8 and caspase-9 to a similar level, although it cannot directly interact with caspase-9. Thus, data indicated that caspase-8 inhibition leads to inhibition of caspase-9 and caspase-3. This suggested that activation of caspase-8 leads to activation of caspase-9, either through BID, caspase-2 pathway, or other yet unidentified mechanisms. (see Figure 1).

Involvement of caspases in an apoptotic death has been established through studies of *C. elegans*. Addition of caspase inhibitors have also been shown to block
apoptosis mediated by caspase activation. However, several researchers have shown recently that blocking the caspase cascade by the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk during drug-induced or TNF-induced apoptosis causes a switch from apoptotic death in the target cells to a necrotic form of death (Lemaire et al., 1998; Ruemmele et al., 1999). Others have also shown that caspases may be involved in protection against TNF-induced formation of excessive oxygen radicals leading to necrotic death (Vercammen et al., 1998; Khwaja and Tatton, 1999; Li and Beg., 2000).

Our caspase inhibitor data also suggested a protective role of caspases in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, L88.3 and L929, as well as an involvement of caspases in the lytic pathway of TNF. Our caspase inhibitor data provided some insight into possible caspase involvement in the TNF induced protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism. In TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N, there are caspase dependent and caspase independent components in the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism. In another TNF-resistant cell line, L88.3, caspases are not involved in the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism. In TNF-sensitive cell lines L88.3 and L929, there seems to be a caspase-dependent component in the protein-synthesis-dependent resistant mechanism.

3.4 For TNF-sensitive cell lines, preincubation with z-VAD-fmk caused TNF-mediated cytolysis to switch from apoptotic death to necrotic death.

Lemaire et al. (1998) showed that, for B lymphocytes, inhibition of caspase activity by either of two pan-caspase inhibitors (z-Asp-cmk and z-VAD-fmk) caused a
switch from apoptotic death to necrotic death. Ruemmele et al. (1999) reported similarly that TNF induced apoptotic death in intestinal epithelia cells; however, complete inhibition of the caspase cascade, using high concentrations of z-VAD-fmk in the presence of TNF, induced necrotic death and not apoptotic death. We found that preincubation of L929 with z-VAD-fmk, prior to treatment with TNF, always resulted in swollen cells. This is indicative of necrosis. Most of these cells were lysed when centrifuged at relatively low speeds using a table-top microcentrifuge. This observation prompted us to perform microscopic observations of L929 cells treated with z-VAD-fmk alone, treated by preincubation with z-VAD-fmk for one hour followed by 5 hours of TNF treatment (100 units of TNF/dish), or treated for 5 hours with TNF alone. The morphology of the treated cells was observed, over the 6 hour period, using an inverted microscope at total magnification of 200x.

When L929 was preincubated with z-VAD-fmk for one hour followed with 5 hours of TNF treatment, cells were detached from the tissue culture plate and the majority of the L929 cells showed a necrotic phenotype (Figure 17). The cells, which are normally attached to the plate and spread in a spindle shape, had rounded up and were swollen, an indication of necrotic death. L929 cells incubated with z-VAD-fmk alone for 6 hours remained attached to the tissue culture plates, and showed the same morphology as the untreated controls (Figure 18). L929 cells treated with TNF for 5 hours were just starting to show some detached dying cells, but showed only a few blebbing and swollen cells (Figure 17). In fact, when L929 cells were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk for 1 hour followed by 3 hours of TNF treatment, many cells were detached from the plate,
A. L929 pretreated with z-VAD-fmk for 1 hour followed by TNF for 5 hours

B. L929 treated with TNF for 5 hours

Figure 17 Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk caused necrotic death in L929 cell line. L929 cells were plated the night before, then incubated with no TNF (untreated control), TNF (100 units of TNF) or with z-VAD-fmk + TNF for an appropriate time. Pictures were obtained with a digital camera on an inverted microscope (20X objective).
A. L929 untreated control

B. L929 treated with z-VAD-fmk alone for 6 hours

Figure 18 Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk alone caused no morphological changes in L929 cell line. L929 cells were plated the night before, then incubated with no TNF (untreated control), or TNF (100 units of TNF) for an appropriate time. Pictures were obtained with a digital camera on an inverted microscope (20X objective).
whereas TNF alone for 3 hours or z-VAD-fmk alone for 4 hours had little effect on cell attachment or morphology (data not shown) Therefore, in L929 cells, when caspase activities are blocked by z-VAD-fmk, the cells which normally dies by apoptotic death, switch to necrotic death. Since necrotic death occurs much faster than apoptotic death, this also explains the much faster kinetics of killing seen in cells treated with z-VAD plus TNF in 5 and 7 hours chromium-release assay (Figure 16) when compared to cells treated with TNF alone.

These results prompted us to look at 10ME which also was sensitized to TNF-mediated cytolysis by z-VAD-fmk, although not to the same degree as was observed for L929. For 10ME, preincubation with z-VAD-fmk for one hour followed by 5 hours of TNF (100 units of TNF/dish) treatment resulted in a mixture of apoptotic and necrotic cells (Figure 19). In the same microscope field, one could observe some cells with blebbing (indicative of apoptotic cells) and some swollen cells (indicative of necrotic cells). The 10ME cells incubated with z-VAD-fmk alone for 6 hours showed no changes compared to the untreated control (Figure 20). However, 10ME cells treated with TNF for 5 hours clearly showed cell blebbing (Figure 19). Therefore, in 10ME cells, when caspases activities were blocked with z-VAD-fmk, TNF-mediated cytolysis seemed to switch from apoptosis to necrotic death, at least for some of the cells. It is not clear if the switch to necrotic death is a function of time and some cells did not have time to switch, or if there is a mixed population of cells such that some switch to necrosis and other remain committed to apoptosis.
A. 10ME pretreated with z-VAD-fmk for 1 hour followed by TNF for 5 hours

B. 10ME treated with TNF for 5 hours

Figure 19 Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk caused switch from apoptotic to necrotic death in the 10ME cell line. 10ME cells were plated the night before, then incubated with no TNF (untreated control), TNF (equivalent to 100 units of TNF) or with z-VAD-fmk + TNF for an appropriate time. Pictures were obtained with a digital camera on an inverted microscope (20X objective).
A. 10ME untreated control

B. 10ME treated with z-VAD-fmk alone for 6 hours

Figure 20 Preincubation with z-VAD-fmk alone caused no morphological changes in the 10ME cell line. 10ME cells were plated the night before, then incubated with no TNF (untreated control), or TNF (100 units of TNF) for an appropriate time. Pictures were obtained with a digital camera on an inverted microscope (20X objective).
Thus, these data showed TNF could cause apoptotic death in 10ME and L929 cell lines. However, when caspases activities were blocked by the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, TNF-mediated cytolysis of two TNF-sensitive cell lines could switch from apoptotic to necrotic death.

3.5 Summary and discussion

In TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3, TNF causes activation of the TNF-induced protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism along with a protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism. Addition of the protein synthesis inhibitor CHX abrogates this protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism, but leaves the protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism intact (Figure 3). The effects of CHX on TNF-mediated lysis of B/C-N were reported earlier by Patek et al. (1987). In TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929, TNF caused activation of a TNF-induced protein-synthesis-independent lytic mechanism (Figure 3). It was shown by Powell et al. (1995) that L929 possesses two TNF-mediated cytolytic pathways, one that is a protein-synthesis-dependent, and another one that is protein-synthesis-independent. Both lytic pathways caused DNA fragmentation, which is indicative of apoptotic death. For 10ME and L929 cell lines, addition of the protein synthesis inhibitor CHX caused a slight increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figure 3). However, the level of increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to addition of CHX was higher in 10ME than L929. This suggested that in 10ME cells, there was an activation of some level of a protein-synthesis-dependent
resistant pathway. But in L929 cells, activation of a protein-synthesis-dependent resistance pathway was minimal compared to B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines.

TNF is known to induce apoptotic or necrotic death depending on the cell lines used (Laster et al., 1988). Even within the same cell line, it was shown that TNF could induce apoptotic or necrotic death depending on the phase of the cell cycle when the cells were treated with TNF (Faraco et al., 1999). Generally activation of the initiator caspases, caspase-2, -8 and -9, and activation of the effector caspases-3 and -7 were associated in TNF-induced apoptosis (Duan et al., 1996; Higuchi et al., 1997; Li H et al., 1997; Li P et al., 1997; Jaeschke et al., 1998; Kuida et al., 1998; Faraco et al., 1999; Khwaja and Tatton, 1999; Sun et al., 1999). Although Faraco et al. (1999) reported that caspase-3 activity was detected in TNF induced necrosis, others have reported that in TNF-induced necrosis, neither active caspase-3 or -7 nor mitochondrial release of cytochrome c were detected (Denecker et al., 2001). Hence the activation of caspases is associated with TNF-induced apoptosis while no activation of caspases is associated with TNF-induced necrosis.

Our caspase activities data showed TNF treatment induced caspases-8, -9, and -3 activities in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 cell lines (Table 1 and Figures 4 – 7). This indicates that when TNF engages TNF-R1 in these four cell lines, it activates the caspase cascade through a TNF receptor of the apoptotic pathway as well as through the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway. Our caspase inhibitors data showed that caspase-8 was activated first and may be responsible for the activation of caspase-9 in all four cell lines (Figure 12). Z-DEVD-fmk inhibits caspase-8 only, while pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-
fmk inhibits both caspase-8 and -9 (Garcia-Calvo et al., 1998). Yet both inhibitors suppressed caspase-8,-9 and -3 activities to the same level. Thus, the data indicated that inhibition of caspase-8 alone could inhibit caspase-9 and caspase-3 activities in these cell lines. These data also implicated that the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway (activated by caspase-9) was activated as an amplification arm of the apoptosis induced via the death receptor apoptotic pathway (activated by caspase-8). Gross et al. (1999) reported that in TNF-induced apoptosis, caspase-8 can activate the mitochondrial pathway through activation of a proapoptotic Bcl-2 protein family protein, BID (Figure 1). Li H et al. (1997) showed that the mitochondrial pathway can be activated through activation of procaspase-2 by caspase-3 in TNF-induced apoptosis (Figure 1). Therefore, the link between caspase-8 activation and the mitochondrial pathway (i.e. activation of caspase-9) most likely would involve activation of BID or caspase-2 in our cell lines as well.

Activities in caspases-8, -9 and -3 increased in a time-dependent manner from 5 to 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1). Then, these caspase activity levels fell after 10 hours of TNF treatment in L88.3 cell line (data not shown). For cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, activity levels fell after 12 hours of TNF treatment (data not shown). We observed a correlation between the rise in caspases-8, -9, and -3 activity levels and the sensitivity to TNF-mediated cytolysis (Table 1 and Figures 4 – 7). The levels of caspase activities were higher in TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929 compared to the activities in the TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3. When protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism was suppressed by addition of CHX, both B/C-N and L88.3 also showed significant rise in caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities (Figure 4 and 6).
Thus, protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism seems to interfere with caspase activities in TNF-resistant cell lines. Between the two TNF-sensitive cell lines, 10ME and L929, 10ME showed a steady increase in caspase activities from 5 to 12 hours of TNF treatment, while L929 showed a dramatic increase in caspase activities between 7 and 12 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1). Thus, it seems that caspase activation takes longer in the L929 cell line compared to the 10ME cell line.

Our data also indicated that a large rise in caspase-3 activity alone was not sufficient to cause a large increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. There was some increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis with the rise in caspase-3 activity alone seen in the 5 hours TNF plus CHX treatment (Figure 4 – 7). But, TNF plus CHX data showed that activity levels of all three caspases (caspase-8, -9, and -3) have to be increased in order to see a large increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figures 4 – 6). It seems that caspase-8 and -9 activities have to be at least 1.5-fold above baseline levels and caspase-3 to be at least above 2.5-fold to cause a large increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines. This suggests a threshold for caspase activity levels in order to activate the TNF-mediated lytic pathway or overcome the TNF-induced resistance mechanism in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3.

The large increase seen in caspase-3 activity without a corresponding large increase seen in caspase-8 or caspase-9 at 5 hours of TNF plus CHX (Figures 4 – 7) was most likely due to earlier rise in caspase-8 and caspase-9 activities for TNF plus CHX treatment. Khwaja and Tatton (1999) showed that in TNF-resistant human leukemic cells U937, preincubation with CHX showed marked increase in caspase-8 activity that
peaked 2 to 3 hours after TNF addition, while TNF alone resulted in a small increase in caspase-8 activity.

In the L929 cells, increases in TNF-mediated cytolysis at the early time points of 5 and 7 hours TNF treatment did not always correlate with increase in caspase activities (Figure 7). Earlier researches have shown that there are other lytic pathways such as generation of oxygen radicals and activation of phospholipase(s) are used in TNF-mediated cytolysis in L929 cells (Neale et al., 1988; Schulze-Osthoff et al., 1992; Goossens et al., 1995). The earlier increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis during 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment are most likely due to these other lytic pathways in L929 cells, since caspases activities are low at these time points (Figure 7). The increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in TNF plus CHX samples during 5 and 7 hours TNF treatment may be due to caspases activities, because there are corresponding increase in caspase-9 and caspase-3 activities. Caspases-mediated TNF cytolysis probably occurs after 7 hours of TNF treatment, since there is a dramatic increase in caspases activities after 7 hours of TNF treatment (Table 1).

These L929 data reinforced some earlier findings that showed chromatin condensation could be observed at 6 hours of TNF treatment in L929 cells, but DNA fragmentation and other nuclear changes occurred much later, between 12 hours and 18 hours of TNF treatment (Fady et al., 1995; Mirikina et al., 1996). Fady et al. (1995) showed that DNA fragmentation could be detected at 12 hours of TNF treatment only in non-adherent cells after TNF-mediated cytotoxicity (methylene blue cytotoxicity assay) had occurred. However, membrane permeability could be detected after 8 hours of TNF
treatment. These data could explain why some researchers argue that L929 cells die through necrosis or apoptosis in TNF-mediated cytolysis.

For B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 cell lines, our caspase inhibitors data show that preincubation with the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk or caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk did indeed suppress caspases-8, -9, and -3 activities at 5 hour and 7 hours of TNF treatment when compared to TNF alone (Figure 12). However the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk caused an increase in TNF-mediated killing in B/C-N, 10ME and L929 cell lines (Figures 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 16). The degree that z-VAD-fmk potentiated TNF-mediated killing in TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929 was as high as the samples treated with TNF and CHX. This was not the case for the B/C-N cell line. Caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk either caused no difference or a slight decrease in TNF-mediated killing in B/C-N, 10ME and L929 (Figures 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 16). However, both caspase inhibitors caused a decrease in TNF-mediated killing of L88.3 cells (Figure 10). Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk showed a greater reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis compared to z-DEVD-fmk.

These data suggest two things: 1) there is a caspase-independent lytic pathway activated during TNF-mediated cytolysis, even when caspase activities are inhibited, and 2) caspases are involved in protection against TNF-mediated cytolysis. It was shown that blocking the caspase cascade by a pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk in a drug-induced or TNF-induced apoptosis causes a switch from apoptotic death in the target cells to a necrotic form of death (Lemaire et al., 1998; Ruemmele et al., 1999). Our data for TNF-sensitive 10ME and L929 cell lines show similar findings (Figures 17 – 20). When these
cells were incubated with TNF alone for 5 hours, they showed cell blebbing indicative of apoptosis (Figure 17 and 19). This morphology was more apparent in the 10ME cells (Figure 19) than in the L929 (Figure 17). This difference may be explained by the delayed rise in caspase activities in the L929 compared to the 10ME cells (Table 1).

However, when cells were preincubated with z-VAD-fmk followed by 5 hours of TNF treatment, both 10ME and L929 cells showed necrotic phenotypes (Figure 18 and 20).

Other researchers have also shown that caspases may be involved in a protection against TNF-induced formation of an excessive concentration of oxygen radicals leading to necrotic cell death (Vercammen et al., 1998; Khwaja and Tatton, 1999; Li and Beg, 2000). In B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cell lines, blocking of caspase activation caused an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis, not a decrease. This suggests that caspases inhibited by z-VAD-fmk (e.g. caspase-1, 5, and -9) may have a protective role in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cells, as a component of the protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism. The effect of z-DEVD-fmk on TNF-mediated cytolysis may be obscured in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cell lines due to a parallel activation of caspase-independent lytic pathway induced by TNF as it was shown that inhibition of caspase activities lead to necrotic death (Lemaire et al., 1998; Ruemmele et al., 1999). Since preincubation with z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk decreased TNF-mediated lysis of L88.3, caspases appear to be involved in TNF-mediated lytic pathway but not involved in protection. However, caspase activation is not the sole lytic pathway used in TNF cytolysis in L88.3, since z-VAD-fmk and z-
DEVD-fmk could only partially inhibit TNF-mediated cytolysis. This indicates there is also a caspase-independent lytic pathway in L88.3.

These data provided insight into the role of caspases in TNF-mediated cytolysis. Caspases are involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis, however, there seems to be a threshold for caspase activities in order to cause TNF-mediated cytolysis. It requires at least a 1.5 to 2-fold increase in both initiator caspases (caspases-8 and -9) and effector caspase (caspase-3). Large increases in caspase-3 alone do not contribute to a large increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis. TNF can also induce a caspase-independent lytic pathway. The inhibition of caspase activities causes a switch from TNF-induced apoptotic death to TNF induced necrotic death in the TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929. And lastly, some caspases may play a protective role in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929, but not in L88.3.
CHAPTER 4

A SPECIFIC PHOSPHOLIPASE A\(_2\) INHIBITOR, QUINACRINE, AND THE
OXYGEN-RADICAL SCAVENGER, BUTYLATED HYDROXYANISOLE (BHA), REDUCED TNF-MEDIATED CYTOLYSIS

TNF-mediated lytic pathway involving generation of oxygen radicals and the activation of phospholipase(s) have been shown in the L929 cell line (Neale et al., 1988; Schulze-Osthoff et al., 1992; Goossens et al., 1995). Caspase inhibitors data showed that there is a caspase-independent lytic pathway activated by TNF in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3 and L929 cell lines (Figures 8 – 11, and 13 – 16). In order to explore a caspase-independent lytic pathway in our cell lines, we investigated whether TNF-mediated cytolysis involves generation of oxygen radicals or activation of phospholipase A\(_2\) in the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3.

4.1 TNF-induced cytotoxicity involves activation of phospholipase A\(_2\) in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines.

Several researchers have shown that activation of PLA\(_2\) is involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis. In the TNF sensitive cell line 10ME, TNF causes activation of PLA\(_2\) and release of arachidonic acid (Mutch et al., 1992). In TNF resistant cell lines, activation of PLA\(_2\) is inhibited or it could be activated but there is a defect in arachidonic acid biosynthesis (Hayakawa et al., 1993; Hollenback et al., 1992; Reid et al., 1991). However, addition of transcription inhibitors or translation inhibitors can cause activation of PLA\(_2\) in these TNF resistant cell lines, rendering them TNF sensitive (Hollenback et
al., 1992; Voelkel-Johnson et al., 1996). Thus B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines were used to investigate whether PLA₂ activation is involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis in the presence or absence of the translation inhibitor CHX. A specific PLA₂ inhibitor, quinacrine, was used to determine whether it could reduce TNF-mediated cytolysis in the 18-hour chromium-release assay. Quinacrine (1 μM) was added immediately after target cells and TNF were mixed.

Mutch et al. (1992) showed that addition of 5 × 10⁻⁶ M quinacrine reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in 10ME. Our data also showed that addition of 1 μM quinacrine reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis of 10ME in the presence or absence of CHX (Figure 21). In the absence of CHX, addition of quinacrine reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis to one-half of the level seen when treated with TNF alone. In the presence of CHX, quinacrine also reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis; but a reduction was much smaller when compared to the set of data in the absence of CHX. Thus, the increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to addition of CHX was not due to increased PLA₂ activity in 10ME. These data clearly indicated that in the TNF-sensitive 10ME cell line, activation of PLA₂ does play a role in TNF-mediated cytolysis.

In the TNF-resistant cell line B/C-N, the effect of quinacrine could only be seen with addition of CHX because B/C-N is TNF resistant. However, in the presence of CHX, TNF-mediated cytolysis of B/C-N was reduced when quinacrine was added (Figure 21). Although the level of reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis was smaller in B/C-N than 10ME, the level of reduction due to addition of quinacrine was still significant. Hence, in B/C-N, activation of PLA₂ was also involved in TNF-mediated
Figure 21 Addition of specific PLA2 inhibitor quinacrine reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for detail). One μM of quinacrine was added immediately to wells after targets and TNF were mixed.
cytolysis. In another TNF-resistant cell line L88.3, addition of quinacrine resulted in a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in the presence or absence of CHX (Figure 21). In the absence of CHX, addition of quinacrine completely inhibited TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3 cells. However, the increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in the presence of CHX was not due to increased levels of PLA₂ activity, since the level of reduction seen by addition of quinacrine in the presence or absence of CHX was the same in L88.3.

Thus, for B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, inhibition of PLA₂ activation by quinacrine caused reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis. These data indicated that activation of PLA₂ is a component of TNF-induced lytic pathway in all three cell lines.

4.2 BHA reduces TNF-mediated cytolysis of TNF-sensitive cells

Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA), an oxygen-radical scavenger, has been shown to inhibit TNF-mediated cytotoxicity in the murine cell lines WEHI 164 clone 13 and L929 through inhibition of TNF-induced activation of phospholipase(s) and release of arachidonic acid (Brekke et al., 1992; Brekke et al., 1994). TNF-induced arachidonic acid metabolism causes generation of oxygen radicals (Matthews et al., 1987). BHA can significantly inhibit necrotic death due to generation of oxygen radicals as a result of mitochondrial damage. BHA has also been reported (Verhaegen, et al., 1995) to inhibit apoptotic death by reducing DNA fragmentation. Furthermore, BHA has been shown to block TNF-mediated necrotic death in L929 cells sensitized by the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk (Vercammen et al., 1998). BHA also significantly inhibits UV-irradiation and hydrogen peroxide induced apoptosis in human HL-60 leukemia cells (Verhaegen et
Therefore, the oxygen-radical scavenger BHA was used in an 18-hour chromium-release assay to investigate possible involvement of generation of oxygen radicals in TNF-mediated cytolysis of B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3.

In TNF-sensitive cell lines such as 10ME and L929, BHA (100 μM) added to the assays at the same time as TNF, caused greater reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis than it did for the TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3 (Figure 22). When BHA was added to L929 cells at the same time as TNF there was a 50% reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis (reduced from 69% to 36%) (Figure 22). In 10ME cells, reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to BHA was almost 30% (from 62% to 44%). In B/C-N, the effect of BHA on TNF-mediated cytolysis was minimal. This is not surprising, since B/C-N is the most TNF-resistant cell line used in this study. As in B/C-N, BHA reduction of TNF-mediated cytolysis was also minimal for L88.3. For L88.3 lysis was reduced from 31% to 24% when BHA was added to the TNF cytotoxicity assay.

These results suggest that oxygen radicals generated through mitochondria or arachidonic acid metabolism are involved in the TNF-mediated lysis of 10ME and L929 cell lines. Perhaps, failure to generate oxygen radicals, or endogenous oxygen radical scavengers, such as manganous superoxide dismutase, plays key roles in B/C-N and L88.3 resistance to TNF lysis.
Figure 22 Addition of 100 μM BHA reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in TNF-sensitive cell lines 10ME and L929. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by an 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for details). One hundred μM BHA was added right after targets and TNF were mixed.
4.3 BHA reduces TNF-mediated cytolysis in cells sensitized to TNF by preincubation with the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk

Preincubation of cells with caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk increased TNF-mediated cytolysis of B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 (see Chapter 3). To determine whether the potentiation of TNF-mediated lysis by the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk results from increased oxygen radical formation, we examined the effects of BHA on TNF-mediated lysis of cells treated with the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk. TNF-mediated lysis was measured in an 18-hour chromium-release assay. Cells were either pretreated or not with the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk (20 µM), then TNF and BHA (100 µM) were added.

Our results showed that BHA reduced z-VAD-fmk sensitized TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cell lines. In B/C-N, addition of BHA to cells pretreated with z-VAD-fmk (z-VAD-fmk + TNF + BHA) caused a reduction in TNF-mediated cytotoxicity, while addition of BHA to TNF (TNF + BHA) showed minimal reduction (Figure 23). Addition of BHA to z-VAD-fmk plus TNF (z-VAD + TNF + BHA) reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis to 1/3 (15% to 4%) of z-VAD-fmk plus TNF (z-VAD + TNF). These results indicated that for B/C-N, an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to preincubation with z-VAD-fmk caused generation of oxygen radicals, while TNF alone either did not induce generation of oxygen radicals or TNF induced production of endogenous oxygen-radical scavengers in large amounts.

In 10ME, BHA reduced killing by TNF alone, as well as TNF killing in the presence of z-VAD-fmk pretreated cells (Figure 24). The levels of BHA-induced
Figure 23 For B/C-N, the increase in TNF-mediated killing due to addition of the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk can be blocked by BHA. Cells were pretreated with 20 μM z-VAD-fmk for 2 hours then TNF were added. One hundred μM BHA was added right after targets and TNF were mixed. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured using 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for details).
Figure 24 For 10ME, the increase in TNF-mediated killing due to addition of the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk was not due to increase in generation of oxygen radicals. Cells were pretreated with 20 μM z-VAD-fmk or 20 μM z-DEVD-fmk for 2 hours then TNF were added. One hundred μM BHA was added right after targets and TNF were mixed. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured using the 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for details).
reduction in TNF-mediated killing seen for TNF alone (40% reduced to 30%) and reduction in TNF-mediated killing seen for TNF alone (40% reduced to 30%) and TNF on z-VAD-fmk pretreated cells (63% reduced to 51%) were about the same. These data indicated that for 10ME, the TNF-mediated lytic mechanism utilized the generation of oxygen radicals. However, the increase in TNF-mediated killing due to preincubation with z-VAD-fmk was not due to an increase in generation of oxygen radicals.

In L929, addition of BHA greatly reduced TNF-mediated killing. BHA also reduced lysis of L929 caused by TNF plus z-VAD-fmk, but the effect was not as great as in the absence of the caspase inhibitor (Fig. 25). Thus, TNF-mediated cytolysis was reduced from 52% in TNF alone to 24% in TNF + BHA. But in z-VAD-fmk pretreated L929, addition of BHA only reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis from 56% to 45%. Accordingly, like 10ME, these data indicated that for L929, TNF-mediated cytolysis utilized generation of oxygen radicals. However, increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to preincubation with z-VAD-fmk was not due to an increase in the generation of oxygen radicals.

Thus, the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk increased the susceptibility of B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 to TNF-mediated killing and BHA blocked that increase. However, for 10ME and L929, increases in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to preincubation with z-VAD-fmk were not due to increase in generation of oxygen radicals. B/C-N was the only cell line that showed correlation between the increase in generation of oxygen radicals and inhibition of caspase activities by z-VAD-fmk pretreatment. Accordingly, we speculate that the caspase inhibitor could work by stimulating, either directly or indirectly,
Figure 25 For L929, the increase in TNF-mediated killing due to addition of the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk was not due to increase in generation of oxygen radicals. Cells were pretreated with 20 μM z-VAD-fmk for 2 hours then TNF were added. One hundred μM BHA was added right after targets and TNF were mixed. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured using 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for details).
inhibition of production of oxygen-radical scavengers. This notion is supported by the work of Khwaja and Tatton (1999). They showed that U937 and NIH3T3 cells sensitized to TNF-mediated cytolysis by preincubation with z-VAD-fmk generated excessive amount of reactive oxygen species, leading to nonapoptotic form of death. They also showed that BHA inhibited z-VAD-fmk-induced increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis.

4.4 BHA has no effect in reducing TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3

As shown in Chapter 3, L88.3 was the only cell line that showed a decrease in TNF-mediated cytolysis when cells were preincubated with caspase inhibitors z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk. Hence, it would be interesting to see whether addition of BHA can further reduce TNF-mediated cytolysis in combination with z-VAD-fmk treatment.

Compared to B/C-N, 10ME or L929 cell lines, BHA did not significantly reduce TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3 whether pretreated with z-VAD-fmk or not (Figure 26). Pretreatment with z-VAD-fmk significantly reduced TNF-mediated lysis of L88.3 and BHA had only minor effects in further inhibiting this lysis. Thus, BHA had no effect in reducing TNF-mediated cytolysis in the L88.3 cell line, indicating that oxygen radicals do not play a central role in TNF-mediated lysis of L88.3 cells.

4.5 Summary and discussion

Reduction of TNF-mediated cytolysis by addition of a specific phospholipase A2 inhibitor, quinacrine, showed that TNF activated PLA2 pathway in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines (Figure 21). However, in B/C-N, activation of PL A2 pathway probably
Figure 26 For the L88.3 cell line, BHA did not decrease TNF-mediated killing in the presence or absence of the caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk. Cells were pretreated with 20 μM z-VAD-fmk for 2 hours prior to addition of TNF. One hundred μM BHA was added right after targets and TNF were mixed. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured using 18-hour chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 for details).
was not involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis unless a protein-synthesis-dependent resistance mechanism was blocked (Figure 21).

BHA, an oxygen-radical scavenger, reduced the TNF-mediated cytolysis of the cell lines 10ME and L929 (Figure 22). Moreover, BHA reduced the sensitizing effects of the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk (Figure 23 - 25). The sensitizing effect of the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk was due to increase in generation of oxygen radicals in B/C-N but not in 10ME and L929. In contrast, L88.3 cytolysis was inhibited by the caspase inhibitors, and BHA had no effect on TNF lysis of this cell line (Figure 26).

As shown in the chapter 3, activation of caspases appears to be involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis in all cell lines used. However, when caspase activation was blocked by the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, TNF-mediated cytolysis was increased in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cell lines. This indicated that although caspases were involved in lysis of these cell lines, when the caspase-dependent lytic pathway was blocked, TNF-mediated cytotoxicity switched to a caspase-independent lytic pathway. As shown in Chapter 3, for 10ME and L929 cell lines, blocking of a caspase-dependent lytic pathway by a caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk, caused some cell death via a necrotic phenotype (Figure 17 - 20). Our data showed that the z-VAD-fmk-induced necrotic death in 10ME and L929 was not due to generation of oxygen radicals (Figures 24 and 25). Since the level of reduction by BHA for TNF alone and z-VAD-fmk plus TNF in 10ME was about the same, it appears that the increase in TNF-mediated killing seen in z-VAD-fmk pretreatment was not due to increase in generation of oxygen radicals (Figure 24). Thus in 10ME, necrotic death caused by inhibition of caspase activities was not due to increase
in generation of oxygen radicals. In L929, the effect of BRA on z-VAD-fmk plus TNF was smaller than the effect when the cells were treated with TNF alone (Figure 25). Therefore, as in 10ME, inhibition of caspase activities resulted in the increase in TNF-mediated necrotic death of L929, but the increase in killing was not caused by increase in generation of oxygen radicals. In B/C-N, TNF-mediated caspase-independent lytic pathway was blocked by BRA, suggesting oxygen radicals generated via mitochondria or arachidonic acid metabolism were involved (Figure 23).

For the L88.3 cell line, addition of z-VAD-fmk or z-DEVD-fmk caused a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to a blocked caspase-dependent lytic pathway (Figure 10). Unlike some other cell lines, these caspase inhibitors did not totally inhibit TNF-mediated cytolysis. Since it is not a complete inhibition, this suggests that the caspase-dependent lytic pathway is not the sole lytic pathway involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis of L88.3. Nonetheless, unlike the outcome in other cell lines tested, the caspase-independent lytic pathway resulted in only minor killing. The failure of BRA to further block the lysis indicates that oxygen radicals generated through mitochondria or arachidonic acid metabolic pathway are not involved. The L88.3 cell line either does not produce oxygen radicals or it produces very efficient or large amount of endogenous oxygen-radical scavengers.

Oxygen radical can be produced during both apoptotic and necrotic death. TNF can induce generation of oxygen radicals through two pathways: 1) damage to mitochondria (associated with necrosis), and 2) activation of arachidonic acid metabolism via phospholipase(s) activation. For the WEHI 164 and L929 cell lines, BHA has been
shown to inhibit TNF-induced cytotoxicity as well as TNF-induced release of arachidonic acid (Brekke et al., 1992 and Brekke et al., 1994); this suggests activation of phospholipase(s). BHA probably inhibits TNF-induced cytotoxicity through scavenging oxygen radicals generated by the phospholipase(s) lytic pathway, since oxygen radicals can be generated by arachidonic acid metabolism (Matthews et al., 1987). In L929 cells, BHA has also been shown to block TNF-induced necrotic death caused by reactive oxygen intermediates as well as blocking z-VAD-fmk-dependent sensitization to TNF cytotoxicity (Vercamment et al., 1998). Thus, partial reduction of TNF-mediated cytolysis of L929 and 10ME by BHA suggests that the generation of oxygen radicals, either by mitochondria or arachidonic acid metabolism, is most likely involved in their TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figures 22, 24, and 25). Our data (Fig. 21), as well as that of Mutch et al. (1992), showed that PLA2 activation was involved in TNF-mediated cytolysis of 10ME cells. However, since neither release of arachidonic acid nor the generation of oxygen radicals through mitochondria damage caused by TNF-mediated cytolysis were directly measured in this study, we cannot pinpoint which mechanism is being partially blocked by BHA.

BHA reduced the TNF-mediated lysis of B/C-N cells sensitized with the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk (Figure 23). This indicates that some caspsases are regulating oxygen radical production or degradation, and this accounts for the caspase inhibitor's ability to make the cells more sensitive to TNF. Khwaja and Tatton (1999) showed that in TNF-resistant cell lines, inhibition of caspase activity by z-VAD-fmk caused cells to die in a non-apoptotic mechanism. This non-apoptotic mechanism
involved increased production of ROS that preceded loss of the mitochondrial membrane potential. Thus, another possibility would be that, for B/C-N, z-VAD-fmk in combination with TNF induced oxygen radicals through mitochondrial damage.

In HL-60 cells, BHA inhibited apoptosis by reducing DNA fragmentation caused by UV irradiation or hydrogen peroxide (Verhaegen et al., 1995). Although BHA has been reported to reduce DNA fragmentation in some cell lines, we have shown that TNF did not cause significant DNA fragmentation in 10ME (Park et al., 2002) and this infers that DNA fragmentation may not be central in the death of the related cell lines, B/C-N and L88.3.

As for the L88.3 cell line, addition of BHA caused very little reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figures 22 and 26). As mentioned earlier, TNF either did not induce generation of oxygen radicals or TNF induced large amount of endogenous oxygen scavengers. These data also indirectly suggest there may be a defect in arachidonic acid metabolic pathway in L88.3 since TNF did induce PLA2 activation in the presence or absence of CHX (Figure 21). Among the four cell lines used, L88.3 was the only cell line that showed partial reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis when caspase inhibitors were added (Figure 10). Addition of BHA did not cause any further reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figure 26). This suggests a TNF-mediated caspase-independent lytic pathway in the L88.3 cell line does not involve generation of oxygen radicals. This is particularly interesting since L88.3 was derived from 10ME, and 10ME was derived from B/C-N. Since B/C-N is not tumorigenic and 10ME is tumorigenic in immune-deficient animals only, it appears that the carcinogen-induced transformation of B/C-N into 10ME
did not affect this TNF-induced pathway. However, when L88.3 was isolated from 10ME by its ability to form tumors in normal animals, it appears to have been selected for a TNF resistance mechanism that is unique, and expressed in neither of the parental cell lines, B/C-N and 10ME.
CHAPTER 5
THE EFFECT OF HEAT-SHOCK TREATMENT ON TNF-MEDIATED CYTOLYSIS AND CASPASES ACTIVITIES

Heat-shock treatment at 42 °C or above, has been used in cancer therapy over the past two decades. Mammalian cells exposed to a temperature above 42 °C are killed at a rate that is an exponential function of time. However, researchers have also shown that non-lethal heat-shock treatment of cells at 39 – 43 °C, or induction of chemical stress, can protect various tumorigenic cell lines from TNF-mediated lysis, and certain cell-mediated cytotoxic activities such as those mediated by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) or activated monocytes (Jaattela et al., 1989; Gromkowski et al., 1989; Jaattela et al., 1990; Sugawara et al., 1990).

Induction of heat shock proteins (HSPs), especially induction of HSP 70 and HSP 27, were implicated in this resistance to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity (Kusher et al., 1990; Jaattela et al., 1992; Mehlen et al., 1995). Jaattela et al. (1998) showed that induction of HSP 70 protected cells from TNF-mediated cytotoxicity by interfering with metabolic pathways downstream of caspase-3 activity. Thus, one objective of this dissertation was to study the effects of heat-shock treatment on TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 cell lines.
5.1 *Heat-shock treatment at 42°C for two hours prior to addition of TNF reduces TNF-mediated cytolysis of B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines, but not L929 cell line.*

The effect of heat-shock treatment on TNF-mediated cytolysis was assayed. Cells were incubated at 42°C for two hours prior to addition of TNF then TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured in an 18-hour chromium-release assay. When B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cells were treated at 42°C for two hours, they looked elongated, spread out, and touched neighboring cells (data not shown) unlike non-heat shock controls. For L929 cells, treatment at 42°C for two hours did not result in much difference in morphology between heat-shock treated and non-heat shock treated cells (data not shown). All four cell lines remained attached to the tissue-culture-treated plates following heat-shock treatment. Hence, heat-shock treatment at 42°C for two hours did not appear to be lethal for B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3 or L929 cells.

Heat-shock treatment at 42°C for two hours before addition of TNF in the 18-hour chromium-release assay reduced the cytotoxic effects of TNF to the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 (Figure 27). Effect of heat-shock treatment was more prominent in 10ME cell line than in B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines. Although the level of reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis seen in B/C-N and L88.3 cells due to heat-shock treatment was less than that seen for 10ME, heat-shock treatment consistently caused a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in all three cell lines (Figure 27).

Heat-shock treatment of L929 cells generally did not cause a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in the 18-hour chromium-release assays (Figure 27). Occasionally, L929 showed a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis with heat-shock treatment.
Figure 27 Prior heat-shock treatment at 42 °C for 2 hours before addition of TNF caused reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cell lines. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured by the 18-hours chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 material and methods).
However, most of the time, no reduction in killing, or even an increase in killing was observed (data not shown). This variability in the response of L929 cells was also seen in other assays. Similar effects on TNF-mediated killing due to two hours of heat shock were seen in 5 hours and 7 hours chromium-release assay in L929 (Figure 28). Thus, heat-shock treatment did not reduce TNF-mediated cytolysis of L929, and sometimes it caused an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis.

5.2 Heat shock-induced reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis was not due to suppression of caspases activities in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3.

As shown in Figure 27, B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, but not in L929, showed a reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to 2 hours heat-shock treatment at 42 °C prior to the addition of TNF. Thus B/C-N, 10ME and L88.3 were used to further study the TNF-mediated cytolysis-protection mechanism conferred by heat-shock treatment.

Some researchers have shown that induction of HSP 70 could protect targets from TNF-mediated apoptosis (Kim et al., 1997; Jaattela et al., 1998). Several studies have shown that heat shock proteins (HSP 27 and HSP 70) could block activation of caspase-9 and caspase-3 in drug-induced apoptosis (Garrido et al., 1999; Creagh et al., 2000). However, HSP 70 induction did not block activation of caspase-3 in TNF treated WEHI-S cell line (Jaattela et al., 1998). HSP 70 induction blocked post-caspase-3 activation event as evidenced by decrease in arachidonic acid release. Since TNF treatment resulted in increased caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities when compared to
Figure 28 Heat-shock treatment of L292 at 42 °C for 2 hours prior to TNF treatment did not reduce TNF-mediated cytolysis, and could increase TNF-mediated cytolysis during the 5 hours and 7 hours chromium-release assays. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured in the 5 hours and 7 hours chromium-release assays (see Chapter 2 materials and methods).
untreated controls in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 (Table 1), we proceeded to investigate whether heat shock prior to TNF treatment would affect these caspases activities.

B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cells were heat shocked at 42 °C for 2 hours prior to addition of TNF, then incubated with TNF (100 U TNF) for 5, 7 or 10 hours. Samples were then prepared for caspases activity assays as described in the Materials and Methods. Results of these caspase activity assays are shown in Figure 29. Our results with TNF showed similar findings to those of Jaattela et al. (1998) who also used TNF to induce apoptosis. For B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 cells, heat shock followed by 5 hours of TNF treatment (HS 2 hr + TNF 5 hr) showed increases in caspase-8, caspase-9, and caspase-3 activities when compared to the activities of these caspases after treatment with TNF alone (Figure 29). For B/C-N and 10ME cells, heat-shock followed by 7 hours of TNF treatment (HS 2 hr + TNF 7 hr) still showed higher caspase activities for all three caspases when compared to the activities of the caspases after treatment with TNF alone (Figure 29). But, for L88.3 cells which were heat-shocked and treated with TNF for 7 hours, we observed lower activities for all three caspases when compared to the activities of the caspases after treatment with TNF alone (Figure 29). At 10 hours of TNF treatment, B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 all showed lower activities of caspase-8, -9, and -3 in the heat shocked samples (HS 2 hr + TNF 10 hr) as compared to TNF alone (Figure 29).

Heat shock causes stress in cells. Increase in caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities in heat-shocked samples (Figure 29) may be due to heat-shock induced stress that enhances signaling from the mitochondrial pathway and is known to act through caspase-9.
Figure 29 Prior heat-shock treatment cause increase in caspase activities at 5 hours and 7 hours of TNF treatment, but decrease in caspase activities at 10 hour of TNF treatment. Targets were either heat shocked at 42 °C for 2 hours or not heat shocked prior to addition of TNF. Caspase-activity assays were used to measure activities.
activation. It is also known that heat shock alone could cause cell death. There is a possibility that heat shock may quicken the time-course of TNF-mediated cytolysis. In order to investigate this possibility, we measured cell lysis, using the chromium-release assay, after only 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment. Although the level of cell killing after only 5 hours of TNF treatment was low, results for these cytotoxic assays, using B/C-N, 10ME and L88.3 as targets, showed that heat shock followed by TNF treatment for either 5 or 7 hours (HS + TNF) suppressed TNF-mediated cytolysis compared to treatment with TNF alone (Figure 30). Thus, these data showed that a heat shock for 2 hours at 42 °C before addition of TNF does not block caspases-8, -9, and -3 activities. Heat shock actually caused an increase in caspases activities at the 5 hours time point. Yet, this increase in caspases activities due to prior heat-shock treatment did not translate into an increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis in heat-shocked cells. Therefore, reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to heat-shock treatment is not due to a suppression of caspase activities and must be due to other as yet unknown mechanism.

5.3 Summary and Discussion

Our cytotoxic assays showed that heat-shock treatment at 42 °C for 2 hours before the addition of TNF reduced TNF-mediated killing in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, but not L929 (Figures 27, 28, and 30). In L929 cells, prior heat-shock treatment could increase TNF-mediated killing (Figure 28). Caspase activity assays showed that reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis seen in chromium-release assays were not due to reductions in
Figure 30 Prior heat-shock treatment reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3 at 5 hours and 7 hours time point. Targets were heat shocked at 42 oC for 2 hours prior to addition of TNF. TNF-mediated cytolysis was measured using the chromium-release assay (see Chapter 2 materials and methods).
caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 (Figure 29). Therefore, for our three cell lines, heat-shock treatment did not inhibit caspase-8, -9, and -3 activities. Maybe the reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis was due to HSPs blocking lytic pathway after activation of caspase-3. Although induction of HSP synthesis due to heat-shock treatment was not investigated in this study, Sugawara et al. (1990) showed that 10ME became resistant to TNF-mediated cytolysis due to induction of GRP78 (HSP 70 family member in endoplasmic reticulum) by chemically induced stress. And GRP78-mediated resistance to TNF-mediated cytolysis could be reversed when GRP78 induction was suppressed by antisense grp78 gene transfection of 10ME (Sugawara et al., 1993). Hence, it seems most likely that when 10ME was heat shocked for two hours there was induction of a HSP 70 family protein. Since 10ME was derived from B/C-N, and L88.3 was derived from 10ME, all three cell lines may induce a HSP 70 family protein when heat shocked.

The most plausible explanation for our heat-shock data would be the same reason presented by Jaattela et al. (1998); HSP 70 rescues cells from apoptosis late in the death signaling pathway beyond activation of caspase-3. It blocked release of arachidonic acid (AA) in these cells. Wissing et al. (1997) showed that in WEHI-S and MCF-7S1 cell lines, TNF-induced activation of cytosolic phospholipase A2 (cPLA2) was downstream of caspase-3 activation, and the activation of cPLA2 could be blocked by Ac-DEVD-CHO, a caspase-3, -7 and -8 inhibitor, but activation is only partially blocked by a specific cPLA2 enzyme activity inhibitor. Jaattela et al. (1998), using the same WEHI-S cell line used by Wissing et al., showed that cells transfected with a gene for HSP 70, such that there was
constitutive expression of high levels of HSP 70, were protected from TNF, staurosporin, and doxorubicin-induced apoptosis. However, these surviving HSP 70-expressing cells showed activation of stress-activated protein kinases, generation of free radicals, early disruption of mitochondrial transmembrane potential, release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, and activation of caspase-3-like protease. They also observed cleavage of caspase-3 substrates such as poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), cytosolic PLA₂, and protein kinase C δ (PKC δ). However, HSP 70 expression reduced arachidonic acid release after cPLA₂ activation. Our data showed caspase-9 and caspase-3 activities in TNF and heat-shock treated B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. This is in concordance with their observation of release of cytochrome c from mitochondria, which leads to activation of caspase-9, and activation of caspase-3-like protease. However, other parameters were not investigated; hence, it may be premature to conclude that reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to heat-shock treatment caused by blocking lysis at the very late stage of the lytic pathway, after activation of cPLA₂.

As for activation of cPLA₂, Mutch et al. (1992) has shown that PLA₂ activity is induced in TNF-mediated cytolysis of 10ME. TNF-mediated cytolysis of 10ME is reduced by addition of quinacrine, a PLA₂-specific inhibitor. Our own results also showed that quinacrine reduced TNF-mediated cytolysis in 10ME (Figure 21). In TNF-resistant cell lines, B/C-N and L88.3, addition of quinacrine also showed some reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis, although to a lesser extent than 10ME (Figure 21). Hence, if activation of PLA₂ is also downstream of caspase-3 activation in our cell lines B/C-N,
10ME, and L88.3, it would be plausible that heat-shock treatment may be blocking the
TNF induced lytic pathway after activation of PLA2.

Ravagnan et al. (2001) showed that HSP 70 could bind to the apoptosis-inducing
factor (AIF) directly and inhibit the activation of caspase-independent apoptosis. AIF is
localized in the mitochondria and translocates into the nucleus when apoptosis is induced.
Increased release of AIF from mitochondria was shown in HeLa cells treated with the
PKC δ inhibitor rottlerin and TNF (Basu et al., 2002). However, AIF activation has not
been associated with apoptosis induced by TNF alone or TNF plus CHX. Hence, this
mechanism is probably not used in our cell lines.

Thus, heat-shock induced reduction in TNF-mediated cytolysis in B/C-N, 10ME,
and L88.3 was most likely due to inhibition of lytic pathway after caspase-3 activation.
TNF activated capase-8, caspase-9, and caspase-3 in the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 (Table 1, Figure 4 – 7). The data indicated that both TNF receptor-mediated and the mitochondrial-mediated apoptotic pathways were activated in these cell lines. The caspase inhibitors data (Figure 12) suggested that between the two initiator caspases (caspase-8 and -9), caspase-8 was activated before activation of caspase-9 in all four cell lines and it is conceivable that caspase-8 activity lead to activation of caspase-9. Activity levels of caspases correlated with TNF sensitivity of each cell line (Table 1). Additionally, increases in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to addition of the translation inhibitor CHX correlated with increase in caspase activities (Figures 4 – 7). However, caspase activities have to reach a certain threshold levels in order to cause increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figures 4 – 7). Both initiator caspases and the effector caspase have to reach threshold levels of at least 1.5-fold to 2-fold increase above the baseline. These data also indicated that activation of a TNF resistance mechanism(s) affects the level of caspase activities in TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3.

When caspase activities were blocked by a pan-caspase inhibitor, z-VAD-fmk, or caspase-3, -7, and -8 inhibitor, z-DEVD-fmk, TNF induced a caspase-independent lytic pathway in B/C-N, 10ME, and L929 cell lines (Figures 8, 9, 11-13, 15, and 16). Both caspase inhibitors caused decrease in TNF-mediated cytolysis in L88.3 cell line (Figures 10 and 14). These data also revealed that some caspases that were strongly inhibited by z-VAD-fmk were involved in TNF-induced resistance mechanism in B/C-N, 10ME, and
L929 cell lines (Figures 8 – 9, & 11). TNF-induced resistance mechanism in B/C-N consisted of caspase-dependent and caspase-independent resistance mechanism. In TNF-sensitive 10ME and L929 cell lines, TNF-induced resistance mechanism only has a caspase-dependent component. In L88.3 cell line, caspases were not involved in TNF-induced resistance mechanism, but were involved in TNF-mediated lytic pathway only (Figure 10).

Microscopic observations showed that preincubation of 10ME and L929 with the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk caused some of the cells to switch from apoptotic death to necrotic death (Figures 17 – 20). Pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk-induced necrotic death caused significant increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis seen at 5 and 7 hours of TNF treatment in 10ME and L929 cell lines (Figures 15 and 16).

When an oxygen radical scavenger, BHA, was added to 10ME and L929 undergoing TNF-mediated lysis, cytotoxicity was reduced. Thus, it appears that generation of oxygen radicals is a part of TNF-mediated lytic pathway in 10ME and L929. In similar experiments, the TNF-resistant cell lines B/C-N and L88.3 (Figure 22 – 26) showed no evidence of oxygen radical formation. These data suggested that TNF either did not induce generation of oxygen radicals in B/C-N and L88.3 cell lines, or TNF induced production of large amount of oxygen radical scavengers in these two cell lines. Increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis due to preincubation with the pan-caspase inhibitor z-VAD-fmk involved generation of oxygen radicals in B/C-N cell line (Figures 23), but not in 10ME and L929 cell lines (Figures 24 and 25). Phospholipase A2 (PLA2) activation of arachidonic acid has been implicated as a late event in apoptosis. Our
analysis showed that quinacrine, an inhibitor of PLA<sub>2</sub> activation, significantly inhibits TNF-mediated lysis of B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3. Thus, PLA<sub>2</sub> appears to be a component of TNF-mediated cytolysis of these three cell lines (Figure 21).

Heat-shock-induced protection to TNF-mediated cytolysis was observed in the cell lines B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3, but not in L929 (Figure 27, 28, and 30). In L929 cell line, heat-shock treatment at 42 °C for 2 hours before addition of TNF could cause increase in TNF-mediated cytolysis (Figure 28 and data not shown). However, heat-shock treatment caused increase in TNF-mediated caspase activities in all four cell lines (Figure 29). Thus, heat shock induced decrease in TNF-mediated cytolysis for B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 was not due to decrease in caspase activities. The most plausible explanation for the seemingly conflicting results seen in B/C-N, 10ME, and L88.3 would be that heat-shock treatment inhibits very late steps in the lytic pathway, after activation of caspase-3.

Our findings about the lytic pathways and resistance pathways induced by TNF in the cell lines used are summarized in Table 2. These results suggest that 10ME, when it was derived from B/C-N, acquired a TNF-inducible lytic mechanisms involving generation of oxygen radicals. At the same time, 10ME lost a caspase-independent TNF-induced resistance mechanism. These changes in phenotype account for why 10ME is sensitive to TNF lysis whereas its parental cell line, B/C-N, is not. When L88.3 was derived form 10ME, it lost the oxygen radical dependent lytic mechanism and gained a caspase-independent resistance mechanism. These change in phenotype accounts for why L88.3 is resistant to TNF lysis whereas its parental cell line, 10ME, is not.
Table 2
Summary of lytic pathway and resistance pathway induced by TNF
in B/C-N, 10ME, L88.3, and L929 cell lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>B/C-N</th>
<th>10ME</th>
<th>L88.3</th>
<th>L929</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly sensitive to TNF cytolyis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lytic mechanisms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspase dependent</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen radical dependent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phospholipase A&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; dependent</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance mechanism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-synthesis-dependent</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspase dependent</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspase independent</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat-shock dependent</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND: not done
*: lytic mechanism that can be seen only with TNF plus CHX
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